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    1. Interrupted Ceremonies

A/N if you haven't read the first two stories I highly suggest it
cause they are referenced and if you haven't you may be lost at some
points

CHAPTER 1 INTRUPETED CEREMONIES

It had been a month since the squad had returned from to earth and
escaped the horrors of the ring world of Halo. Sasuke had been stuck
in the hospital the whole time and was finally getting released with
a new set of cybernetic eyes. He walked out of the hospital room in
his helljumper black camo uniform he had been stuck in for the past
month with a sigh of relief, as he walked out he saw a pink haired
girl that was about eighteen get up from her chair and run over and
gave him a hug.

"Oh Sasuke I'm so happy your up and out of that bed." She said as she
released him

"Yeah good to be out Sakura. Where the dobe at?" he asked as they
broke apart

"At the gym with the rest of the squad." Said a silver haired man
wearing a face mask sitting down next to where Sakura had been
sitting

"What he didn't want to come and see I was alright." Sasuke said with
a smirk

"He said he knew you were fine and if you needed his support just to



get out of a bed and meet back up with the squad you wereâ€¦ 'a
bitch.' His words not mine" Kakashi said as he stood up "and he said
something about letting you two have some time alone together." He
finished with an raised eyebrow that made them both blush a bit.

"No idea what he is talking about." Sasuke said "but at least you
came to see me up." Trying to change the subject

"Yeah I was in the area cause I had to meet our newest team member."
Kakashi replied

"Oh where is he?" Sasuke said looking around

"Told him to drop his gear at the squad bay and meet us in the gym."
Kakashi said

"Alright well then anything else?" sasuke asked

"Yes I am now squad leader and sergeant cause of what happened on
Halo and Naruto is now team leader of first team and corporal."
Kakashi said

"What?! You promoted him instead of me? And gave him the team?"
Sasuke asked shocked

"Sorry I needed to put someone to replace me and he was the only one
that could fill the spot at the time." Kakashi said

"Oh I will get him for this one." Sasuke said

"Yeah well don't bitch at me bring it up to your team leader."
Kakashi says with a little smirk under his mask

"Fuck you to Kakashi." Sasuke said as his head dropped with
defeat.

"But will there be any problems with him in charge?" Kakashi asked on
a more serious note believing he knew the answer but just had to be
sure

"Naw he is good, I will give him that but I just can't let him think
he won that easily gotta give him some sort of fight for it or he
will start to get paranoid." Sasuke says

"Yeah he can be a little twitchy." Kakashi sighs "well any way lets
go meet up with the rest of the squad."

* * *

><p>The trio walked into the gym to see the squad sitting around at
the weights not lifting or working out just watching the sparing mat
where two hell jumpers with just boots and cargo pants on where
getting ready to fight. The blond had multiple scars running across
his body and a fox tattoo from one shoulder going across his back to
the other. Both him and the burnet had a feral animal look in their
eyes and facial features.<p>

"What you waitin for dog breathe? An invitation?" The blonde
taunted



"Just looking for an opening, psycho." The brunet shot back

"Well tell you now you can only make an opening can't wait for
something that will neverâ€¦" the blonde began but threw a fist at
the Kiba's head which he ducked but didn't realize it was a feint and
naruto grabbed the back of his head and brought his knee to Kiba's
face but stopped just before contact was made.

"Damnt got me again." Kiba said as naruto helped him back up from his
hunched over position over his knee

"Hey don't let it get you down I been brawling like this since I got
in when I was sixteen, and one of my seniors was a big into Muay Thai
and taught me what he knew." Naruto explained

"Well lets go again." Kiba says

"Come on I'm getting tired of wiping the floor with you and I am sure
these guys are getting tired of watching me do it." Naruto
sighed

"Then let's give them a new fight then." Sasuke said as he walked up
to the mat with his arms crossed

"Oh shit look at this mother fucker. All patched up and already
talking shit, sit down don't want you to break so soon after getting
out of med bay." Naruto chuckled with a smirk

"Unless you don't think you can take me." Sasuke smirked

"Oh good to see you haven't changed since going in to the med bay,
but now lets see those new peepers you got first." Naruto says with a
smile

"Oh you mean these?" Sasuke says as he looks Naruto in the eyes and
the squad sees he has two red eyes like the one Kakashi covers up
"but mine have a few upgrades his doesn't" Sasuke finishes as he
walks over to the mat taking off his shirt and getting into a
fighting stance.

"Like what?" Naruto asked as he gets into one as well

"Oh that for me to know and you to find out." Sasuke says

"Well let's just say you ain't the only one with secretes." Naruto
says as he closes his eyes then opens them revealing his red slit
eyes. Then Sasuke makes the first jab and their fight begins the
fight continues for about five minutes neither on easing up till
Kakashi stepped up to the mat.

"Alright you two that's enough for now." Kakashi said making the two
of them stop their fight and look at him and Naruto closed his eyes
and opened them again to reveal his normal blue eyes. "our newest
member just arrived."

Just then a man of about eighteen walked in from the door he had
brown spiky hair, wearing the standared black cargo pants with black
t-shirt walked in.

"Is this second squad?" he asked



"Yes it is." Kakashi said then turned toward the squad "this
isâ€¦"

"KONOHAMARU?!" Naruto and Asuma yelled at the same time kind of
confused

"Naruto? Uncle Asuma?" Konohamaru said right back just as confused as
naruto walked up closer to get a better look.

"Wait uncle?" Naruto says as he looks over at Asuma

"Yeah this little shit is my nephew." Asuma said as he walked over
and put Konohamaru in a choke hold and nuggied him

"Damn didn't think I would be put in the same squad as my old sniping
partner and my uncle." Konohamaru said as he got out of the choke
hold

"But holy shit bro, come here you little fuck." Naruto said as they
grabbed hands and gave each other a half hug "how the fuck you
been?"

"Alright yourself?" Konohamaru asked with a chuckle

"Great, when the hell did you join the helljumpers?" naruto asked

"A few months ago just got out of jump school last week." Konohamaru
said with a smile

"Well glad to see you two get along." Kakashi said

"Well we better be able to he was my spotter in the Ninth Fox."
Naruto said with a smile then it turned to a frown as he remembered
the scene they came back to after their last mission.

"Hey I miss them too bro." Konohamaru says as he also thinks about
that time "but hell I thought you would have picked sergeant by now
not still a corporal, let me guess punched an officer."

"You know me all too well." Naruto chuckled

"Yeah never knew your whole grudge against officers." Konohamaru
said

"Oh just daddy issues." Sasuke said

"Shut it Sasuke." Naruto snaps

"What you mean?" Konohamaru asks

"His dad is General Minato Namikaze." Sasuke said

"I told you to drop it." Naruto said almost growling

"So what my grandpa his dad." Konohamaru said point at Asuma "is
Admiral Hiruzen Sarutobi."

"Wait what?" the whole squad but Kakashi and Kurenai barked staring
at Asuma



"Hey I kept it quite for the same reason Naruto wanted to keep his
quite, well maybe not exact reasons, but similar in the way I am not
defined by what my father has done." Asuma explained

"Well seems like your new team member won't have any problem being
accepted into the team so I have new weapon assignment for you
naruto." Kakashi says "only thing is naruto you will be getting a
suppressed SMG and Konohamaru you'll be getting the DM rifle."

"What come on give me another battle rifle." Naruto said

"Sorry but no, you need to focus on controlling the team not picking
off targets, and you guys are the assault team and will be in close
most of the time. So your team is supposed to be fast light and
maneuverable, only reason I let him have a DM and you have a battle
rifle was cause of your sniper experience." Kakashi explained

"Fine but you ain't taking Vera away." Naruto replied with a
huff

"You still carry that thing around?" Konohamaru asked with a
chuckle

"Hey she is family I've had her since harvest, no way I can leave her
out of the fun." Naruto smiled

"Geez you have a weird attachment to that inanimate object."
Konohamaru shrugged

"Hey she has saved my life on more than one occasion." Naruto
defended

"Whatever bro." Konohamaru shook his head.

"Well if you are all settled in, I need you and naruto both to head
up to the armory to get your new weaponsâ€¦" Kakashi
began

"Actually." Sasuke interrupted. "I would like it if we all headed up
to the armory I have a surprise for everyone." He finished with
confused looks from everyone

"Well then everyone up to the armory then we need to check in with
the C.O. then get ready for the awards ceremony." Kakashi said
breaking out of the stupor of Sasuke interrupting him

* * *

><p>After a quick walk up to the armory everyone looked at the table
with gadgets and armor strewn about.<p>

"Ah good to see you made it." The armorer said as he walked around
the corner to see them

"Yes did that snake of a man bring over the pieces I asked for?"
Sasuke asked

"Yeah that guy is creepy and even creeper is that strange thing has
for you." The armorer said



"Yeah had to side step that freak almost every day I was in ONI."
Sasuke shivered thinking of the memories

"Ok what are you talking about?" kiba asked "cause you both are
starting to freak me out"

"It's this pasty assed researcher we got in R&D department named
Orochimaru. He has a strange obsession with me and swear to god he's
a pedophile but he does come out with some of the best stuff so ONI
keeps him tucked away." Sasuke replied

"So he is a contact from your infiltrator days then?" Naruto asked "a
little peek behind the curtain then?"

"Just a quick peek." Sasuke smirked as he walked over to the table
and picked up what looked like a forearm armor piece "this is a new
wrist rocket launcher fires a twelve millimeter rocket with just a
bit more power than a grenade so will make clearing a room across the
way a bit easier but won't take down any kind of vic unless you hit
it just right even then only a mobility kill, here kiba." Sasuke said
tossing the piece to kiba

"Holy shit man thanks." Kiba barked with excitement as he caught the
gauntlet

"And as for the rest of you these are new prototype wrist flame
throwers, capable of shooting out a ten foot flame for a total of one
minute and then it needs to be refueled with one of these." Sasuke
said holding up a small container (similar to a CO2 cartridge for an
airosoft gun.) "it takes to and be sparing with them you won't be
able to find new ones once we leave here I can only get you ten each.
Even got one for the new guy since I figured we would be getting a
new member.

"Thanks" Konohamaru said as him and the rest of the squad walked up
and grabbed their new gauntlets

"Then there is also these." Sasuke said walking to the other table
and opened a case revealing a bunch of knives

"But we already have knives." Kiba replied

"Well these are made of new material developed to withstand intense
heat, such as plasma swords." Sasuke replied with a smirk

"Why the hell would we want to go toe to toe with and elite with a
plasma sword only an idiot wouldâ€¦" kiba began

"Fuck yeah give me that shit." Naruto cried excitedly as he jumped
toward the table making kiba just face palm

"What you haven't figured out the level of crazy Namikaze is yet?"
Konohamaru chuckled "this bastard snuck up on an elite and did the
shoulder tap game and after the third tap the split chin was looking
down the barrel of that twelve gauge of his blew that fuckers head
clear off, we got compromised and got the fuck out of there but it
sure was hilarious."

"Well I knew he was crazy but that is just psychotic." Kiba sighed



shaking his head

"Yeah man guess it's nice having some connections in ONI" naruto
chuckeled as he picked up the knives checking them over

"Yeah and these are for you specifically." Sasuke said as he pulled
out two knives exactly like his old ones that were chiped and broken
from halo.

"Oh you shouldn't have." Naruto said taking them from him and
twirling them around with his fingers. "nice and sharp to."

"Well just one last thing this is for the team leaders and squad
leaders." Sasuke said as he pulled out what looked like a thin curved
touch screen data pad "these are new data pads made to attach to your
armor under your forearm." He then handed out each of the data pads
to Kakashi, Asuma, Kurenai, and Naruto

"I already have a data pad bro." naruto said patting the old data pad
on his belt

"Yeah well this is desgined for combat operations it will give you
your guys vitals, ammo count, and whatever else you need for a combat
situation." Sasuke said "it is not a replacement for that just an
extra tool, unless you don't want my gift."

"Ok fine if your gona make me feel bad about it I'll take it, but
what about you? You didn't get anything new." Naruto asked

"These are mine." Sasuke said pulling out a set of gauntlets "these
are a new toy they have been developing for ONI infiltration units."
He attached them to his wrists and a blade shot out from under his
wrist on both arms. "simple and elegant sometimes is all you need."
He smiled

"Well if you're all done showing off we need to meet up the C.O."
Kakashi said with a surpressed SMG in one hand a DMR in the other
"and these are for you two." He said as he tossed them to Naruto and
Konohamaru

"Alright" Naruto said as he put on the new flame thrower on his wrist
and slide the data pad in his pocket so he could put it on his armor
when he got to it, and began to follow Kakashi. "lets move, and
Sasuke why aren't these standard issue?"

"Oh the first models tended to blow up and engulf the user but these
have been cleared for field test so we should be fine." Sasuke said
following behind Naruto

"Wait what do you mean, should be?â€¦ and what about mine what is the
kinks in it." Kiba barked as he chased after Sasuke

* * *

><p>The squad made its way toward their new ship <em>In Amber
Clad<em>. They walked into the pod bay of the helljumpers stationed
aboard, and walked up to the small office attached to it. They found
siting at the desk a giant of a man standing six three well-toned
with black hair with a patch of white over his right eye which was
forced close from a scar. He was holding up a data pad with a bionic



left hand looking over some old reports

"Sir the new squad reporting as ordered." Kakashi said as he walked
into the office and snapped to attention.

"Right." The man said as he got up and towered over Kakashi. He then
walked out the door to find the rest of the squad standing in line in
front of his office all at attention.

"Alright my name is Captain Guts, call sign berserk actual, you are
officially under my command as fourth squad, unofficially you are
attached to the Spartan." The captain said with some spit "now then
I've been informed you've already moved your gear to your pods and
you need to attend an awards ceremony I just wanted to meet you all
before you went and got stolen away by that Spartan. Don't think any
less of me for not going to the ceremony but I have reports to finish
and a lot of replacement to place, and I really don't like dealing
with people outside of our own kind." He finished with a knowing
smirk as he saw everyone else get the same smirk. "now care on but I
want you prepped and ready to drop the moment that ceremony is over,
dismissed."

"Roger that sir." The all said in unison as he turned and went back
to his office as they turned and walked toward their pods to check
their gear and put on their dress uniforms for the ceremony

After a few minutes the squad minus Konohamaru was in their dress
uniform and Konohamaru was in his armor with his helmet under his
left arm and hold his DMR in his right hand.

"Seriously how come he gets to be in his armor and not me I hate this
monkey suit." Naruto whined as he pulled on the high color of his
dress uniform

"Cause he is not being honored today we are. Now stow it and move."
Kakashi said as they headed out the door.

The squad moved toward the Cairo orbital defense station that their
ship was docked with, as they walked into the air lock connect the
ship to station the air locked opened to reveal a black man in his
dress white uniform with sergeant major rank on his shoulder.

"Oh you guys are ready I was just coming to get you." The man
said

"We are headed up to the observation deck now for the ceremony."
Kakashi said

"Hold up Johnson when the hell did you pick up sajmaj? And jump like
two ranks?" Naruto asked confused as hell

"Well I've been jumping back and forth between staff and gunny since
this war started, cause I can be pretty belligerent at times. So they
finally decided to give me the rank for my time in we so short on
people to fill those empty slots." Johnson explained

"Alright but still sounds fishy to me." Naruto said

"Well I am headin over to grab the chief then to the observation deck
mind joining me?" Johnson said



"Yeah sure lead the way." Kakashi replied

The squad followed Johnson to a lift where they all boarded and went
up and stopped at the armory where the chief was testing out his new
armor

"Ok why the hell does he get to be in his gear?" naruto
bitched

_"Cause it's an image the military wants to send out there not
putting a face to the Spartans." _Cortana answered as she appeard on
the holo projector next to the table

"Even though I told him to wear something nice." Johnson
scoffed

"Gezz those AI's give me the creeps everywhere on the ship at once
yet not really there." Konohamaru said

"You, you have no god damn idea." Naruto said shaking his head

"So you're the new member of the team?" the chief asked walking up to
Konohamaru and looking down.

"Yes Master Chief, Lance Corporal Konohamaru Sarutobi." He introduced
himself

"A.K.A. pup two." Naruto chuckled

"Just glad to be back with pup one." Konohamaru replied with a grin
which made the chief cock his head to the side a little confused

"So you two know each other?" the chief asked

"Yeah we were a sniper team back in the ninth fox during Proxy."
Replied Konohamaru with a hint of sadness.

"Very well, if your anything like Naruto I'm glad to have you with
us." The chief replied

"Well, I ain't as crazy as him." Replied Konohamaru with a
chuckle

"No one is." Sasuke cut in

"Well if you ladies are done chit chatting we have an awards ceremony
to get to." Johnson said as he stepped back on to the lift, and the
rest of the squad and the chief followed.

They stepped off the left and walked over to a rail car that would
bring them to the observation deck. The car brought them past a view
of earth and they all gazed upon it.

"Damn have seen that in years." Replied Sasuke

"So you point out where you're from, from up here?" Naruto
joked

"There that island right next to that giant land mass, it is called



Japan that is where I am from." He replied with a smirk

"It was rhetorical." Naruto sighed "oh wait Hinata you're from earth
right? where are you from, down there?" he asked just
remembering

"Uh same, place Japan." She replied

"Alright cool." Naruto replied with a grin that made the pale girl
redden

"Alright you guys ready?" Johnson asked as the car began to slow
down

"Yeah." They all said as they took in a deep breath as the car
stopped and the doors opened and remote flying cameras whirled around
them as they exited the car. Konohamaru had slipped out of site as
the rest of the squad followed the chief toward the observation
deck.

They walked into the observation deck where Lord Hood, Admirals
Sarutobi, Jiraiya and General Namikaze where waiting for them. They
all filed in and snapped to attention and saluted

'Damn't why do they have to be here?' Naruto thought to himself as he
cut his salute and eyed his father and godfather

'_Well he is your father and the other is your godfather why wouldn't
they be here this is a big time award.'_ A voice deep inside his mind
replied as he watched who he assumed was captain keys daughter accept
the award for her father.

'Damn't fox I don't have time for your shenanigans.' Naruto said as
Johnson was presented his award

'_Is that even a word? And this party may be cut short any way.'_
replied the fox as Lord Hood gave the chief his award

'Why do you say that.' Naruto asked as he saw Kakashi get his medal
and then the older looking admiral present Asuma with his and they
coming closer to him

'_I've been monitoring the stations scanners and something is
coming.' _The fox replied as General Namikaze and Jiraiya stepped in
front of him and pinned his medal on his chest and said some words he
wasn't paying attention to.

"Thank you gentlemen." He said with flatly 'what is coming? Why
didn't you say anything so I could warn them.'

'_Wow really that is your dad and you just gave him a simple thanks,
he is probably really proud of you and all you give him is 'thanks'
with no emotion_ _sometimes I wonder which one of us is the computer
program.'_ The fox beratted

'Not the time fox just tell me what is coming and why didn't you tell
me earlier.' Naruto replied getting annoyed

'C_ause I only figured it out a few seconds ago and she should be
getting it right aboutâ€¦ now.'_ The fox replied as Cortana appeared



on the holo pad

"_We have a group of Covenant ships exiting slip space heading right
for earth"_ she said

"Fire the M.A.C. we will show them they shouldn't have messed with
earth." Lord Hood ordered as the giant cannon fired

**END CHAPTER ONE**

A/N

Alright finally back with the third part of this series, first off I
had only three people vote on who should be added to the team and it
went with who I leaning towards anyway. As for Johnson there has
always been descrpencies with him like jumping from Staff Sergeant
all the way to Sergeant Major from the first game to the second and
if you read 'Contact Harvest' he didn't get promoted from the twenty
years between the then and the first game so had to find a way that
best explain it even though there is no good way to figure that one
out. So did what I could cause that had annoyed the shit out of me
during the games and just timelines in general from the games and
books. But enough of my ranting please review and tell me what you
all think

    2. After Party

**CHAPTER 2 THE AFTER PARTY**

** A/N** alright didn't put it in the first chapter but:

"Normal speech"

"_AI or radio speech"_

'thinking'

'_AI thinking or speeking in head.'_

* * *

><p>"Sir we have boarding craft and lots of them." A man at one of
the stations called<p>

"Battle stations everyone. Cortana sound general quarters throughout
the fleet." Lord Hood ordered as everyone ran to get to their
stations "Chief defend this station."

"Yes sir" the chief said to Lord Hood then turned to Johnson "I need
a weapon."

"Hell we all need weapons." Naruto cut in as he unclipped his
collar

"Yeah follow me" Johnson said as he walked down the stairs toward the
enterance. He then stopped at a weapons rake on the wall as it opened
and reached for the machine gun but it was swipped before he could
grab it. He looked over to see the largest member of the team holding
and grabbing the ammo. "hey I was taking that."



"Calm down Johnson." Kakashi said as he grabbed an SMG "Choji's a
machine gunner remember let him take it."

"Fine take the damn thing." Johnson barked as he grabbed also grabbed
a SMG

"Hey guys little under dressed for the situation you think?"
Konohamaru said as he jogged over to them

"Oh shove it up your ass." Naruto said as he grabbed a
shotgun.

"Don't you think Vera will get jealous you're using another shotgun?"
Konohamaru smirked

"What naw she knows I like to swing a bit." Naruto chuckled getting a
disgusted look from all the girls, he saw this and just blew them a
kiss with a smirk that made Ino and sakura shake their heads and
Hinata blush as they grabbed SMGs and ran down the stair way to the
enterance.

"Whats the statues?" Johnson called over the com

"_And attached, they're in standard formation little bastards up
front big ones in back."_ The com rang from the Chiefs external
speakers

"Alright get in position and watch your cross fire" Kakashi yelled as
him and the rest of the squad got into formation outside the blast
door. They only had to wait a few moments till a bright light began
to burn from the center of the door telling them the enemy was on the
other side coming for them.

Just then the door blew apart and smoke filled the space the door had
been. Just as the smoke started to settle plasma poured out of it as
grunts began to flood into the entrance.

"Light em up." Johnson yelled as lead poured down on the incoming
grunts alien blood, plasma and lead was flying everywhere. Just then
an elite with a sword pushed its way through the grunts and headed
straight for the chief. The chief turned just to see the beast
charging at him and them it's chest thrust forward and fall to the
ground revealing its back being torn to shreds from Naruto's smoking
shotgun. Naruto just gave a slight nod of his head then swung his
shotgun back at the enterance killing a few more grunts before it was
clear.

The chief looked around and saw it was clear "alright Kakashi take
your squad and escort Commander Keys back to her ship." He ordered
"then get your gear."

"Right." Kakashi replied "Namikaze you and your team take
point"

"Roger that." Naruto said as he pointed to Konohamaru to move to the
front of the team and Sakura to fall behind him as he went behind her
and Sasuke would take rear of the team followed by the rest of the
squad.



"Wow I was expecting him to argue to stick with you to fight."
Kakashi though out loud a little confused

"I would, if I was in my armor." Naruto retorted "I feel naked
without it. Now can we get going."

"Right of course." Kakashi sighed "alright commander you stick with
me Johnson fall in with whoever you feel like." He said as he got in
the middle of the center team with the Commander

"Yeah I got it." Johnson said as he fell back with the rear squad
"I'll watch our asses."

Once they were set up the started moving down the hallways toward the
lift to take them down to the airlock connecting their ship to the
station. They came to hall way lined with windows just then Keys
looked out and saw that the other station had repelled the
covenant.

"Hey look the Malta has repelled her boarders." The Commander said as
the squad stopped and looked at the covenant ships fleeing the other
orbital station

"Alright" "now lets do the same." Was heard from the squad

Just then a blinding light burst from the Malta and it was scattered
across earth's orbit. The squad just stared in horror.

"My god." The commander said in shock

"Alright let's move we need to get to the ship." Naruto said as he
turned toward the way they had been heading.

They ran down the hall killing more and more covenant in their wake.
Just then an elite swung its sword from inside a door way almost
catching naruto who was closest to the door. Naruto stumbled back as
it came around the corner and swung at him again missing him by
inches. Naruto rolled back to his feet and squared off with the
beast.

"Hold fire he's too close to Namikaze you may hit him with a ricochet
off its shields." Kakashi said as they all kept a bead on the beast
but didn't fire.

Just then the elite brought up its sword to slice down on naruto but
he did something it didn't expect he ran right up to him shoving the
muzzle of the shotgun into his gut and the buckshot from it ripped
through his shields and armor as he felt it rip his guts to shreds
and he keeled over dead.

"Gezz thanks for the help guys." Naruto spat out

"We didn't want to hit you with a stray round or a ricochet." Kakashi
said

"Besides if you couldn't take down a simple elite with a shot gun at
such close range there would be no point in me following under you
would there." Sasuke smirked

"Fuck the both of you." Naruto said as he flipped them the bird "and



fuck this coat." He said as he undid and took off his dress coat
revealing his toned body and his nine tailed fox tattoo going from
one shoulder across the back to the other. Hinata and the commander
both had a slight blush go across their cheeks seeing him take off
his coat.

"Damnt Namikaze will there be a mission you don't take off your
cloths?" Sakura yelled

"Sorry can't move right in that thing and if I didn't take off my
helmet on that last op I wouldn't be here for you to bitch at me
about my wardrobe." Naruto shot back with a smirk

"Shut up the both of you. We need to keep moving, and I am gonna
overlook the fact you ain't wearing an under shirt with that."
Johnson yelled

"Oh sagmaj now and he gets all uppity about uniform regs when no one
can even see it was wrong. Hey I'm also going commando under here
wanta write me up for that to?" naruto shoots back

"There ain't no reg against that hell that is standard protocol what
do you think I'm rocking? Hehe" Johnson chuckled

"Alright guess the green weenie hasn't completely corrupted you yet."
Naruto chuckled as he turned and headed down the hall.

The squad moved down the hall till they came to a stairwell and
followed it down but came under heavy fire as they reached the bottom
of the stairs.

"The air lock is right there." the commander said as she got behind a
container for cover holding an M6C pistol

"Well almost there just need to get rid of the unwanted guests."
Naruto said as he swung up and fired his shotgun into the chest of an
elite "shield on blue guy down." He yelled as someone else hosed it
with SMG fire and it died as its blood flew across the room.

"Hey chief could use your help over here." Johnson yelled to the
chief who just came out from an adjacent room.

The chief looked over and charged in with his SMG clearing the area
of all hostiles.

"Alright what's the sit rep on the rest of the station?" Johnson
asked the chief as they walked up to him

"Station is over run, we've lost both the Malta and the Athens." The
Chief began

"Jezz give us some good news or something." Naruto interrupted
sarcastically

"And Cortana believes there is a bomb on the ship similar to the ones
that took down the Malta and Athens that I am currently in route to
defuse it." The Chief finished

"Ok you're not allowed to talk anymore." Naruto said as he turned
around and followed the rest of the squad into the air



lock.

"Alright do that chief and we will link up later." Johnson said as
him and the commander followed naruto into the air lock

* * *

><p>Naruto was running down the halls toward his pod bay when he saw
a group of marines run by him toward the hanger bay getting ready to
deploy.<p>

"Hey boot." He yelled to any of them that would respond and got one
to stop and look over at him

"Yes trooper?" The blacked haired brown eyed marine asked

"Catch." Naruto said as he tossed him the shotgun. "now go kill
something with it." He said as turned and ran up to his pod bay.

He came in and saw most of his squad was already halfway changed over
so he ran over to his pod and began throwing on his gear as well.
Once he finished snapping on his chest plate and picking up his
helmet Kakashi said "alright team leaders with me Johnson wants to
see us up on the bridge."

"Alright." Naruto Asuma and Kurenai replied as they picked up their
weapons and followed Kakashi as they felt the ship begin to move away
from the docks

* * *

><p>Up on the bridge the commander was sitting in the Captain's chair
with Johnson standing next to her<p>

"Bring us into low orbit over new Mombasa but not too close to that
capital ship. Don't want her blowing us out of the sky." She
ordered

"Yes ma'am." The red headed man sitting at the helm controls
replied

"Ma'am do you want the archer missile pods prepped?" said the brown
haired man sitting at the weapons controls asked

"Yes and warm up the MAC as well." She said "and navigation make sure
you plot out escape vectors in case we need to get out in a
hurry."

"Yes ma'am." A woman with blonde hair in four pony tails replied from
the navigation station.

Just then the doors opened revealing four helljumpers.

"Ah bout time you guys got up here." Johnson said

"Sorry the squid at the front door said we weren't on the list."
Naruto chuckled

"Yeah sure." Johnson said



"Well I would like to thank you personally for getting me to my ship
safely." Keyes replied

"No problem ma'am." Kakashi replied

"Well need eyes on the ground you and the rest of your squad will go
in with the chief to get find out what is going on down there." The
commander ordered

"Yes ma'am is that all?" Kakashi asked

"Just one thing to Namikaze." She said as she turned toward naruto "I
served under your father for a short while he was a great leader, and
I am honored to have you on board."

"Thanks the same goes for yours, one of the few officers I respected.
But just remember we are not defined by our fathers but by our own
paths we walk." Naruto said.

"Thanksâ€¦ I think." Keyes said with a bit of confusion on if it was
an insult or complement

'_When the hell did you get all philosophical on me?' _the fox asked
in his head in a shocked tone

"Well any way get to the hanger bay we will be picking up the Chief
shortlyâ€¦"keys began but was cut off by something hitting the
ship.

"He flew pretty goodâ€¦ for a brick." Johnson chuckled

"Alright as soon as he is in the ship I will send him down to the
hanger bay to link up with you. There will be three pelicans waiting
for your along with a squad of marines." Keyes explained

"Roger that ma'am." Kakashi said as him and his three team leaders
and Johnson turned and walked out the door and headed to get the
squad and tell them the plan.

**END CHAPTER 2**

    3. Day at the Beach

**CHAPTER 3 DAY AT THE BEACH**

**I don't own halo or naruto**

Naruto sat at his normal spot at back of the pelican with Sasuke
behind him and Konohamaru on the other side with sakura behind him.
Then Kurina's team sat behind them. Naruto looked out at the ocean
passing underneath them thinking about the plan.

They had split off into three different pelicans. The chief and
Johnson went in the first with two teams of Marines. The second
pelican had Kakashi and Asuma's team with a team of Marines. Just
then he heard the radio kick on.

"_It just keeps repeating Regret, Regret, Regret."_ Commander Keyes
called over the radio



Then Johnson broken over the radio saying "_Dear humanity we regret
being alien bastards, we regret coming to earth, we regret the corps.
Just blew up our raggedy ass fleet."_

"_No sergeant Regret is a name. one of their hierarchics."_ Cortana
corrected

'_Wait hierarch?'_ fox said in his head

'That's what the lady said.' Naruto replied in his head

'_The bastard that used me to wipe out your unit was a hierarchic.'_
The fox explained

This got Naruto's attention 'was it this one?' he asked suppressing
his rage

'_Down boy. I understand how you feel I want that bastard dead just
as much as you. But that bastard is the highest fucker they got and
will be hard to get to.' _Fox explained

_ '_I will kill that bastard' Naruto claimed

'_Did you not hear me when I said highest fucking mother fucker he
has the entire covenant army at the tip of his finger not to mention
hundreds of those fuckers outside the windshield at his disposal'_
the fox replied

"I ain't scared of any amount of elites, grunts, jackals, hunters,
and just point me in the direction of brutes." Naruto said out loud
almost yelling then he turned his head and saw a scarab charging up
its main cannon and firing "I fucking hate you." He sighed as the
plasma impacted the pelican and it started to arc down

"Shit hold on!" Naruto yelled as the pelican barrel rolled throwing
its passengers around. Then smashing into the beach.

"If you ain't dead sound off." Naruto yelled holding his head and
steading himself on the edge of the crashed pelican bay

"Pilots are dead." Hinata called out

"Grab their tags and ammo." Kurina ordered as she made her way to the
back of the pelican to Naruto "Better cover in those
buildings"

"Agreed" Naruto said "Konohamaru on point!" he yelled at
Konohamaru

"Roger." The fresh helljumper called as he jumped out of the downed
pelican

The squad moved up the beach toward the highway. Konohamaru moved
along a slab of broken concrete.

"Oh shit." He yelled as a beam of plasma nearly took off his head as
"got a sniper top floor. Has me zeroed can't take the shot need a
rabbit." He said to naruto who was right behind him



"Alright on threeâ€¦. Three" Naruto said as he ran out toward a pile
of concrete drawing the sniper from his original target. Konohamaru
took this oprotunity and swung around the wall with his DMR and fired
a single shot dropping the jackal with a single shot to the
head.

"Nice shot." Naruto said as the teams caught up with him

"The hell was that stunt you're a team leader now and can't be
throwing yourself in situations like that anymore. And making it even
worse by jumping to three without a count he might not of been
ready." Kurina berated

"Alright one I trust him with a shot like that well enough we have
done it I don't even know how many times while in fox. Two if I go
down I know Sasuke will be fine leading the team. Third Konohamaru."
Naruto paused looking at him

"You never count." Konohamaru finished

"I understand he is new but me and him are closer then brothers
andâ€¦" naruto was cut off as an energy sword erupted out of nowhere
slashing for him but caught his SMG instead "shit!" he yelled from
the ground and drew his pistol.

"Shit where is he?" kiba barked swinging his SMG around looking for
the elite.

Just then something grabbed him from behind and he felt the heat of
the plasma sword near his neck. The elite dropped its cloak as it
roar at the rest of the hell jumpers that were surrounding it.
"Damn't guys just take this bastard out." Kiba said out of breath
from the grip of the elites hand around his throat.

"Don't worry this bastard will be dead soon enough." naruto said just
as he said the elite tensed and released his grip and dropped his
sword. Kiba stumbled away from the beast catching his breath as he
looked behind him to see Sasuke standing there with his hidden blades
extended and covered in blood.

"Damn, thanks Sasuke." Kiba exhaled

"Yeah sometimes it's nice having a spook on the team." Naruto
chuckled

"Yeah even get you new toys." Sasuke replied back

"Alright if you two are done lolly gagging we need to get to that
cover and call in for back up." Kurina said as she helped kiba up and
made her way to the building.

"Alright fine." Naruto said as he motioned for his team to follow and
they all jogged up as he hit his radio. "Cortana this is team one do
you copy?"

_"Loud and clear team one whats your statues?"_ she replied
back

"Pilots are dead got third team with us and moved into the buildings
for cover. Took out a scout team so expecting company when they don't



report in, even sooner if they had and told them about us." Naruto
replied

_"Alright find a hole we are coming to you."_ Cortana ordered

"Roger that what happened to second and Kakashi?" naruto
asked

"_They made it to the LZ and are waiting for us with the rest of the
unit."_ Cortana informed him

"Alright just gotta fight our way through a horde of covenant and a
scarab to get to them." Naruto chuckled to the rest of the team with
just his team and kiba laughing at his joke

"So I suggest your team takes the high way side since that will be
the most likely way any vics will come and you can set up kiba to
cover that and we will take down any foot mobiles coming at us from
the city." Naruto suggested to Kurina

"Agreed." She said him "alright kiba I want you on the second floor
watching that high way for anything coming our way."

"Got it." Kiba said as he unstrapped the rocket launcher from his
back and put it on to his shoulder.

"Shino go cover him." She said to their hacker and only got a slight
nod as he followed him up.

"Hinata you're going to stick with me here on the bottom floor and
cover the road from anything else that comes our way." Kurina called
to her corpsmen.

"Roger" she said lightly as she moved over to a window as Kurina
walked to another broken out window

"Alright Konohamaru get on the second floor and watch for snipers and
don't get seen, and only take down snipers we will focus on any
grunts jackals or elites that come our way." naruto said

"Hey I was trained by the best not to be seen." Konohamaru said with
an exaggerated shrug as he turned to go up the stairs

"Yeah just hopping you would of learned more since then." Naruto
called up to him

"Alright Sasuke you take the right side of the street Sakura you take
the left I'll watch that court yard on the other side of the street,
we just gotta hold out till back up arrives." Naruto said as they all
got behind cover

"Right" they both said as they sighted in down the street.

"So Namikaze this Konohamaru is pretty legit then?" Sasuke
asked

"Yeah he's a fox and has my complete faith." Naruto said with slight
pain remembering his old unit "he was with me when we found our
entire base wiped out. So yeah he is legit." He said the last part
with a hint of anger



"Sorry but if you just him so much that is good enough for me."
Sasuke replied

"Yeah same here." Sakura added

"_You guys do realize you have internal coms on right?"_ Konohamaru
butted in over the radio

"Shut up boot noone cares." Naruto snapped with a smirk

"_Oh go fuck yourself ya fuckin lifer."_ Konohamaru snaps back with a
surpressed chuckle

"Only cause is war will be the end of it." Naruto calls back with a
half sad smile plastered on his face under his helmet

"_I'll see you on the other side and remember whoever is first has to
get the beer."_ Konohamaru said

"Yeah I remember the deal." Naruto chuckles "Alright stay sharp I
think I hear gun fire coming towards us" a few moments later they see
the chief burst out from an ally on the other side of the courtyard
across the street.

"Konohamaru cover the chief." Naruto called over the radio.

"We got grunts to the left." Sakura shouted

"Got jakals and an elite on the right." Shouted Sasuke

"Alright you two focus on them." Naurot said as he lined up his
pistol and began picking off a few grunts that were following the
chief. The chief ran across the street and helped in taking down the
rest of the covenant that were converging on their position, when
they heard Kiba's rocket launcher fire.

"We got a wraith over here!" kiba yelled from his second story
position.

"We have the chief and are moving over to assist." Naruto called out
as he entered the front of the building facing the beach.

"Alright!" she called back as she opened up with her SMG on a group
of grunts. Just then the squad of grunt got torn to ribbons as a
warthog came flying down the highway with its mounted gun firing into
them. After that they watched as Kiba's second rocket hit the wraith
sending it up on a plume of blue fire.

The squad moved out tow where the warthog had stopped as two more
pulled up behind it. The occupants of all three vehicles dismounted
and their leader walked up to the chief. "special delivery from
Johnson."

"Thanks." The chief said to the marine then turned to the
helljumpers. "Mount up and Namikaze your on point as my
driver."

"Roger that. Konohamaru get on the turret." He yelled at the
helljumper who was just coming down the stairs. Naruto pointed to the



hog with the gauss on it, and Konohamaru ran toward it. "alright
sakura you think you can keep up with my driving?"

"Hell no, no one can keep up with you but I'll try." She
quipped

"Good Sasuke you gunner for her." Naruto said as he turned toward
Sasuke

"What you're having the woman drive have you lost your mind?" sasuke
shot back that just go him a death glare from Sakura from behind her
visor.

"Better than the Asian." Naruto chuckled

"Oh fuck you." Sasuke retorted with the middle finger. "Besides this
way I will get to slay more bodies." He said with sarcasm "Come on
babe" he said to Sakura as he put an arm around her "You know I was
only bullshitting about the driving thing right?...babe" he asked but
didn't get a reply but couldn't see the smirk under her helmet as she
broke away from his arm and got into the driver's seat "sakura?" he
said in a bit of a whiny voice as he hopped up on the turret.

"So can they borrow Kiba." Naruto asked Kurina

"Yeah sure." Kurina said

"You mean I gotta be stuck with the love birds quariling you guys are
just mean." Kiba whined as he turned and trotted over to the side
seat of the hog

"Alright Shino get on the turret of the last hog Hinata you got
shotgun" Kurina said as she jogged over to it and got in the driver's
seat as naruto did the same for his hog

"Alright we are moving." Naruto called over the radio as he tore up
the beach heading for the bridge.

The three hogs ripped across the beach along the city trying to find
a way to the bridge when the chief saw a hole in the wall of the
highway.

"There." the Chief called as he pointed toward the opening as Naruto
turned into it

They had moved up the highway once they came across an off ramp they
looked over and saw a group of covenant land transports that had also
spotted them.

"Shit Konohamaru take out those bastards out!" Naruto yelled

"Got it." He said back as he fired his gauss cannon right in to the
driver's seat and caused the entire thing to go up in flames, as the
second one smashed into it also engulfing it in flames. The third one
was able to turn away but caught a rocket from Kiba's
launcher.

"Alright just a little further ." the chief said as they rounded a
corner and saw the ramp leading up to the bridge but then they saw a
covenant blockaid at the base of it waiting for them.



"Shit Sakura, Kurina wedge formation." Naruto called over the radio
as the two other hogs fell off to the sides of him and everyone
opened up on the blockaid turning the covenant that were there into a
bloody burning mess.

Naruto's hog smashed through the barricade and started up the ramp
where they were greeted by sunlight and catching sight of the ass end
of the scarab heading across the bridge. The convoy pulled up to two
Marines and the chief dismounted and walked over to them.

"Blew right through us fifty cal, rockets didn't do a thing." The
female marine said as the chief approached her.

Just then a pelican with a scorpion tank in its under belly began to
land. Once the scorpion tank was detached Johnson jumped out of the
troop bay and walked over.

"What happened to the rest of your platoon?" Johnson asked the female
Marine

"Wasted sarge." She reported

"And we will be to if we don't get the hell out of here." The other
Marine said with fear in his voice as he tried to walk to the
pelican.

"You hit Marine?" Johnson asked him as he grabbed his shoulder

"Then listen up, usually the good lord works in mysteries ways, but
not today. This here is sixty six tons of straight up HE steel and
DEVINE INTERVENTION! IF GOD IS LOVE THEN YOU CAN CALL ME CUPID"
Johnson said as he turned toward the tank

"What about that scarab?" the female Marine asked

"We've all ran the simulations, their tough but they ain't
invincible." Johnson said as he turned toward his pelican "stay with
Master Chief he'll know what to do."

"Roger that sergeant." The female Marine replied

"_Thanks for the tank, he never gets me anything."_ Cortana
replied

'_Oh you want a cookie?'_ the Fox replied over a secure channel to
Cortana

_'And here I thought you would leave me alone.'_ Cortana replied with
a sigh

'_I did for a while how long did you think I was gona stay quite?'_
the forerunner AI asked

_'Was hoping forever' _Cortana replied venomously

_'That hurts really it does.' _ the Fox said with fake hurt in his
voice.

'Ok not meaning to butt in but will to just either do it already or



shut the fuck up.' Came Naruto's voice

'_Naruto how the hell did you get on the frequency?' _the fox asked
confused and embarrassed.

'Um hello same brain you hear what I think and vice versa remember?'
Naruto asked sarcastically.

'_Right must of forgot to turn that off.' _ The fox said with a
slight chuckle

'What do you mean shut it off you can turn it off you basâ€¦' naruto
began but was cut off.

'_Well that was a mood killer so later then?'_ the fox
chuckled

_'There was no mood to kill. now get off my frequency!'_ Cortana
yelled

_ 'Fine I'm goingâ€¦.bitch'_ the fox said and then he was
gone

"TARD!" Naruto yelled out loud

"I know you are now stop talking to yourself before they throw you in
the mad house" Konohamaru asked looking down from his turret.

"Shut up and watch out for covies." Naruto said as he looked over and
saw the Marine that was trying to get out of there jump in his
passenger seat with a rocket launcher, he then hit the gas and got
behind the tank.

As they approached the top of the bridged a pair of phantoms came in
from their left carrying wraiths.

"Focus fire on the phantom." Naruto yelled out as the scorpion
already began to fire and Konohamaru fired both impacting the same
sending it and its cargo up in flames but the second phantom was able
to drop off its wraith and escaped

"Shit. Incoming mortars!" Naruto yelled as the wraith launched a ball
of plasma toward them. "hang on!" naruto swirved just in time to move
to avoid the plasma.

"HOLY SHIT!" the Marine in the passenger seat yelled as the plasma
almost engulfed them

"Chief cover me." Naruto called over the radio as he gunned the
engine and tore up toward the wraith "Get some fire on that thing!"
he yelled as he tried to swing behind the wraith

"got it." Konohamaru called back as he fired the Gauss into the front
of wraith putting a huge dent in its armor. "Bitch is thick." Just
then a rocket from from the passengers' seat impacted its armor but
still didn't kill it and the wraith turned to face its opponent and
charged its weapon. Just then it blew up from behind erupting in
flames.

"What the shit?!" yelled the passanger. Just then the scorpion tank



rolled up the hill

"Damn't Namikaze stop doing crazy shit like that." Kurina said as she
pulled up next to his hog

"Really cause it looks like we are gona need some of that crazy shit
about now." Naruto said motioning toward the other side of the bridge
where they saw two wraiths with other foot mobiles around them and
six ghosts headed toward them.

"Ok maybe a little crazy wouldn't hurt." Kurina replied as Naruto
gunned it and tore off toward the ghosts.

Naruto's hog was followed on each side by the other two hogs as the
chief stayed back and provided covering fire with the scorpion.
Naruto's hog was the first to fire at the incoming ghosts. Konohamaru
fired the first shot at the lead ghost destroying it as his passenger
launched a rocket sending the second ghost up in flames. Once those
two had been destroyed the other two hogs opened up with their
machine guns tearing the rest of the small alien vehicles to pieces.
This allowed them to get off the bridge. naruto began to circle
around one of the wraiths with his gauss cannon as they both turned
toward him and both blew up at the same time one from kiba's rocket
launcher and the other from the Chiefs scorpion. The squad met up at
the opening of the tunnel after clearing the rest of the covenant
from the bridge.

"_Alright the company is waiting for us at the other end of this
tunnel."_ Cortana informed them

"Alright let's take this slow chief you take point with the scorpion,
and we will fall in behind you." Kurina said

The chief just nodded his head as he moved along with the female
Marine sitting on one of the caterpillar tracks with her SMG up and
ready to take down any enemies. They moved in without any difficulty
till they started to hear plasma and gun fire coming from around the
corner

"_Hold up."_ The chief calls over the radio "_Namikaze go up and
check out whats around that corner take your dismount and the one on
the scorpion."_

"Roger that." Naruto replies back then looks over at the marine in
his passenger seat and says "well lets go check it out." And jumps
out of the driver's seat and the Marine dismounts as well.

Naruto begins to walk toward the corner of the tunnel silently as the
two marines fall in behind him. Once they get to the corner Naruto
peeks around and sees a gate almost closed but still open at the
center with flashes of gun fire comeing from inside and a group of
covenant firing plasma at the gap.

"Alright we have about a dozen or so grunts and three split chin
minors. I suggest we bring up the chain guns and mow them down."
Naruto reported

"_Roger that we are moving up." _Kurina responded as he heard the
engines from the hogs rev up and swing around the corner and begin to
rip apart the covenant with its mounted guns.



As they tore through the covenant naruto got back to his hog and
jumped back in the driver's seat and drove up to the rest of them and
over to the gate. When they got to the gate they we welcomed by a
marine coming down the ramp

"God it's good to see you thought we were fucked back there." the
marine said out of breath as the chief rolled up with the
scorpion.

"Can you get this gate open." The chief asked as he walked toward
them from the scorpion

"Negative controls got destroyed in the fight and its stuck halfway.
But you might be able to squeeze those hogs through if you drive up
the side walk over here then up through the pipe on the right." The
marine informed him

"Alright." The chief said and looked over at naruto who just went
back over to his hog to bring it over as well as the rest of the
drivers

_"We are trying to link up with Kilo Company any idea how they are
doing?"_ Cortana asked the marine

"Shitty ma'am we were sent from baker to close up this gate we are
that are left of the platoon that was sent." The Marine replied
gesturing toward the one other Marine with him

"_Very well come with us and we will get you back to your company."_
Cortana replied as Naruto drove his hog up on to the side walk and
over toward the pipe followed by the other three

Naruto got out of his hog and walked back over to the chief and asked
"what's the plan?"

"Take your team ahead up this pipe and we will be just behind with
the hogs." The chief said

"Alright, hey Uchiha, Doc, Konohamaru dismount we're on recon."
Naruto yelled as he turned around and spotted a weapons rack with
some battle rifles. He walked over toward it and picked one out along
with some ammo. He then jogged over to his waiting team at the
pipe.

"Alright back to doing what we do best." Konohamaru chuckled. As he
took point heading up the pipe after a few meters they could see
daylight ahead. Once they made it to the opening of the pipe the
stopped and crawled ahead for a better look.

"Chief at the end of the pipe there is a good ten foot drop leading
into a circular court yard with about a dozen covies." Naruto radioed
back

"_Roger that."_ The chief replied

"It looks like me and my team will be able to move around and take
out their snipers and give you some cover for you to launch out of
the pipe causing some chaos and we will take care of the grunts if
you and the hogs work on the elites." Naruto explained



"_Sound like a plan we will wait for your signal."_ The chief
replied

"Roger." Naruto finished on the radio "Alright Konohamaru you take
Sakura and take out the guy on the left me and I'll take Sasuke and
head right, and remember 'silently' take him out"

"Got it" Konohamaru replied as he moved toward the left side of the
pipe

"Hey why does the rook, take Sakura?" Sasuke asked getting a bit
protective

"Cause one it is a shorter distance between here and the jackal on
the left and sakura doesn't have the experience in stealth to move as
far to the one on the right, we are the two best at stealth so we
will take it down." Naruto explained "How bout you trust me on this
and not question my orders constantly."

"Right makes sense." Sasuke replied as apologetically as he could
muster

"Don't worry your girlfriend is in good hands ain't the first time he
has covered her ass." Naruto said with a chuckle that made both
Sasuke and Sakura blush under their helmets but just confused
Konohamaru then the two love birds as well

"Wait what you 'it ain't the first time?'" they all said
together

"Remember what you asked me back on the covenant ship about your
dream?" Naruto replied that made her look over at Konohamaru

"Wait you mean he?" Sakura began

"You heard me say he was my spotter didn't you? Who else would be
with me on a scout mission." Naruto replied

"Ok what the fuck you going on about bro?" Konohamaru jumped
in

"Remember back on proxy early on when we were searching for survivors
those two girls we picked up what where their hair colors." Naruto
replied

"Bleach blond and piâ€¦" Konohamaru began but then relized it "you
mean this is one of them?"

"Yep and Ino was the other one." Naruto replied

"Small fucking verse ain't it?" Konohamaru replied with a
smirk

"Alright enough chit chat. We got a job to do." Naruto said as he
pointed at the jackal and Konohamaru just nodded as he watched the
elite pace around the center platform. They watched as the two moved
over to cover. As they moved over Naruto and Sasuke waited to make
their move.



"Hey Namikaze what you mean by that?" Sasuke asked

"Ain't the time for this, but short version, when me and Konohamaru
were on proxy we saved Sakura and Ino from a group of brutes." Naruto
replied

"But how did you figure that out?" Sasuke asked

"Like I said short version, now move." Naruto said as he shot out of
the pipe toward some rocks then followed by a stunned Sasuke who
decided it wasn't time for asking about it. They moved quietly toward
the Jackal and quickly silenced him with a knife across the
neck.

"Alright Konohamaru you in passion?" Naruto asked the other team and
just received a green light in his HUD

"Chief we are in possession remember focus on the elites and turrets
we will take down the small fries." Naruto called over the
radio

"_Roger."_ The chief replied back over the radio as three wart hogs
burst from the pipe and landed in the circle courtyard, and began
firing on the covenant on the center platform taking down the elite
with a gauss round. After a few minutes the area was clear of
covenant when two hogs burst from the opening on the far side of the
courtyard being chased by a group of ghosts

"Shit new targets!" The chief yelled as everyone turned their guns on
them and tore them apart but they were soon followed by a
wraith.

"Shit move it." Kurina called out as the hogs took off. "Someone get
behind that damn thing!"

No one could get close to it, naruto and Sasuke just gave each other
a look and began to run across the raised platform they had been
sitting in and headed toward the wraith. They snuck in behind it
staying in its blind spot and dodging friendly rounds and jumped on
the back of the wraith together and both grabbed a plate and pulled
with all they had and ripped it off and prepped a grenade each and
tossed them in to the hole. They jumped off the wraith and hauled ass
out of there as it erupted into flames launching them across the
field and rolling across the ground.

The hogs drove over to them and the chief got out of his hog to check
them when naruto shot straight up into a sitting position yelling
"WOOOOOOOOOO! That was awesome, can I ride it again?"

"Should of known." Kiba smirked letting out a breath

"Something like that won't take him down, hell covenant dropped a
building on his ass and walked away with a busted leg." Konohamaru
chuckled as him and Sakura came up to the rest of the group. this
just got him a few awkward stares. "what guys harder to kill then a
damn cockroach."

"No, don't mind me just pay attention to the dobe." Sasuke said as he
pushed himself off the ground and stood up and checked his weapon and
himself.



"The fuck does that even mean?" naruto said as he got up as
well

"Dumbass." Sasuke smirked

"Well why didn't you just say that?" naruto replied

"Fine, dumbass." Sasuke shot back

"Go fuck yourself damn emo fuck." Naruto shot back as it looked like
they were about to fight

"Yep they both fine." Kiba laughed

"Hey thanks for savin our asses back there we got cut off from our
unit and trying to get back to it." The staff sergeant who was
driving the gauss that came in said

"Who are you trying to link up with?" the Chief asked

"Kilo Company." The Staff Sergeant replied

"Aright take us there we need to link up with them as well." The
chief said

"Good to hear it." The Staff Sergeant replied as he walked back to
his hog but was beaten to the drivers seat by naruto

"Sorry Staff Sergeant but this I gotta drive kinda my thing." Naruto
said as Sasuke got on the gauss cannon.

"Let him drive he is good at it." The Chief said as he went to his
hog.

"Psychotic but good." Kiba laughed as his hog drove by them. Which
just gave the staff sergeant a bad feeling down in his gut. The
convoy got going around the corner and found themselves on a road way
leading toward. As they approached their destination they began to
hear plasma and gun fire. They rounded the next corner and found a
building being pounded by half a dozen ghosts and three
wratihs

_"Namikaze focus on the far wraith I'll take the center kiba try and
hit that close one now everyone else focus on the ghosts."_ The chief
called over the radio

"Got it chief" naruto said as he speed past the first wraith as
Kiba's rocket destroyed it causing the other two to face the new
threat. The third wraith had fully come to face them and naruto just
kept it full throttle toward it.

"Are you insane turn you can't play chicken with a wraith!" the Staff
Sergeant in the passenger seat yelled as he kept barreling toward
it

"Watch him and hold on." Sasuke said as he gripped the gauss cannon
as tight as he could

Just then a ball of plasma erupted from the tanks cannon and began to



head straight at them. Just as it was about to hit them naruto
swirved to the side avoiding the ball of plasma and flew past the
wraith hitting his emergency brake swing around behind the wraith
giving Sasuke a perfect shot at its unprotected back making the tank
erupt in flames. Naruto then speed off towards the remaining ghosts
and help finished them off and stopped in front of the building the
covenant had been attacking.

The moment he stopped the staff sergeant jumped out of the hog and
began to puke. "Told you good but psychotic." Kiba said as he walked
past him into the building. Just then he saw a pair of green armored
boots in front of him and looked up at the Spartan.

"I need to meet with the officer in charge." The Chief
replied

"Right." The staff sergeant said as he got up and looked over at one
of the marines. "Hey Perez where the C.O. at."

"Dead." The marine replied

"Damn't who's left in charge?" the Staff Sergeant asked

"Lieutenant Parisa." Perez answered

"Where is she?" the Staff Sergeant asked

"Up at the CP." Perez answered

"Alright take the Spartan over to her." the Staff Sergeant
replied

"Roger that." Perez said then turned toward the chief. "this
way."

The chief followed him up into the building followed by the
helljumpers when they got there they saw a female Lieutenant with
bluish black hair going over a data pad, then pulling something out
if a pouch and looked at it. That was when he noticed it was a
personal item.

"Ma'am you shouldn'tâ€¦" the chief began but stopped as he noticed it
was a picture.

"You good chief?" naruto asked and that got the Lieutenant's
attention

"Oh chief." She said as a blush came to her face looking up at the
Spartan. "Sorryâ€¦ I shouldn't of brought it with me." She said as
she shoved it back into her pouch. "its just kinda like a lucky
charm. He saved my life once" she explained as her eyes drifted off
to a distant memory, just after he promised to marry me and always
protect me. I still hold him to it even though he died shortly after
this was taken. But it still feels like he is watching over
me."

"You don't bring personal itemsâ€¦" the chief began but was cut off
by her

"I know maybe I can get Davis to hack my TACPAD and make it my back



ground." She replied

"Horse shit." Naruto said that just a confused look from the
Lieutenant "It's stuff like that that anchors us to our humanity
reminds us why we fight." Naruto said as he pulled out his tags
showing them a crystal that was attached to it "I got this from a kid
that died savin my ass, and I where it to honor him and remind myself
why I fight. So I say no matter what higher ups say when your down in
the shit would you rather have some issued piece of gear that means
nothing or something to remind you why you do it."

"Kid makes a good point." Parisa replied

'_Seriously when the hell did you get all philosophical and shit.'_
The fox asked

"Yeah but he has also been busted down for that give no fucks
attitude," A voice said from across the room that drew everyones
attention over revealing it to be Kakashi "and where the hell is your
SMG?

"So it's a fair guess to say these are your troopers?" she
asked

"That they are." Kakashi confirmed

"Hey all I am saying is our personal things like that drive us to
fight harder." Naruto said "I ain't saying to go punch an officer in
the face or nothing, and as I for the SMG elite cut it in half."
Which just received a confused look from Parisa. "Just never forget
his name and he will be with you no matter where you are." He
finished

"John will always have a special place in my heart and will always be
with me in that sense." Parisa replied

_'Wait what?'_ the fox said in Naruto's head

'Did she justâ€¦ no way.' naruto thought as he took a glance over the
chief who was a stone cold statute as always 'could she
mean?'

'_Maybe I did sense his vitals spike a little when he saw the pick
and you heard him stutter after he saw it.'_ The fox said

'Wait how can monitor him?' naruto asked

_'Hey he monitors us only fair I monitor him.'_ The fox replied

'You know what I don't even want to know.' Naruto replied

"So chiâ€¦" Naruto began

"Whats the plan ma'am" the Chief cut off Naruto

"Right I had heard that a scarab was in town so I have a scorpion in
route it should be arriving soon if that doesn't work we will try to
lure it into the aqueducts for an ambush." Parisa explained

"Roger." The chief said



"I will coordinate from here I need you to link up with sergeant
Banks outside on theâ€¦" she was cut off as the felt the building
shake. "shit its here go to the balcony link up with Banks he will
tell you the rest."

"Got it" the chief said as he went out the door followed by the rest
of the hell jumpers

They came out side and found Asuma alongside sergeant Banks and a
scorpion being dropped off on a set of stairs.

"Shit when I asked for reinforcments I didn't think they would send a
Spartan." Banks replied as the scarab turned the corner and the
scorpion fired a round into its eye but it wasn't fazed as it fired
its main cannon destroying the tank.

"You see this look its terror!" yelled Perez as the scarab began to
walk towards them

"Marine did I give you permission to bitch?" sergeant banks yelled as
Choji began to fire his machine gun at the scarab, it then began to
climb over the building they were in. "THIS THING IS REALLY STARTING
TO PISS ME OFF!" Banks yelled

"Let's go kill us a scarab" Banks yelled as the chief and the
helljumpers began running up the stairs

They ran through the building and came out on the far side and found
themselves on a catwalk over looking aqueducts that the scarab just
began walking through it.

"Take down those fuckers on top." Naruto yelled as he fired down on
to the scarab killing a jackal. Then Choji opened up with his machine
gun tearing the rest of the covenant on the top of the to bits. Just
then the chief launched himself from the catwalk and landed on the
scarab "hey you ain't leaving me behind" naruto yelled as he jumped
along with the chief. When he landed he rolled and then got back on
to his feet with his shotgun up and ready.

"Ok I knew Namikaze was athletic and shit but that was a good ten
foot." Konohamaru said dumbfounded

The rest stare at naruto shaking their heads all thinking the
samething. 'He has that AI and doesn't want people to know yet he
pulls this shit.'

Naruto followed the chief down into the control room of the scarab
with his shot gun up, just then a silver elite with a sword lunged at
him but was quickly brought down by a single buckshot to the chest.
"Got one." Naruto yelled when he felt something something hit him
from behind and pin him to the ground

"Now you die filthy human." The elite hissed as it brought its sword
up to strike down on him but its hand was stopped by a huge hand that
pulled it back an through the elite across the room slamming it into
the controls electrifying it to death

"Thanks chief." Naruto said as he got off the ground



"You got C4?" the chief asked

"Always." Naruto said as he pulled out a small brick of C4 from one
of his rear pouches. He then took the explosive and attached it to
the power core and ran to the top where the chief had already set up
some repel ropes for them to get down. They slide down the ropes and
got to cover as naruto detonated the explosive destroying the giant
machine

"Well that takes care of that." Naruto said as a pelican landed in
front of them

"Chief rest of the squad is loaded up we are headed to get that son
of a bitch prophet" Johnson yelled from the pelican and the two
boarded the bird

Just then both the squad and the chief got a radio call in their
helmets "_this is Lieutenant Parisa thanks for the help with that
scarab couldn't of done it without you guys."_

"So whats you next move there LT?" naruto replied

_"We are to try and hold but fall back to Voi if we cant good luck to
you your gonna need it."_ Parisa replied

"Well good luck to you as well and always remember why you fight and
your guardian will always watch over you." Naruto said as he looked
over at the chief who just stared at him. "what?"

"Just wondering when you got all philosophical on us." The chief
replied and made the who pelican erupt in laughter

"Holy shit the chief made a joke, hey get Satan on the phone I think
Hell just froze over." naruto replied

"_Thanks."_ The chief said over a private channel with Naruto

"Hey we all need something to fight for other than orders and
humanity, we need our own fuel to drive us now you have it." Naruto
said as they flew towards the ship

* * *

><p>On the bridge of the ship commander Keyes sat on the bridge
watching the covenant flag ship they were about to invade when her
com buzzed<p>

"Send it." She replied

"We're all here ma'am" Johnsons voice came over the radio

"Roger thank you. Alright let's do this." She said aloud

"Ma'am slip space rupture of the ship's bow its gona jump inside the
city." He navigations officer called out

"Shit get as close as you can to it we are gonna hitch a ride."
Miranda ordered "Hang on everyone we are going to slip space." She
called over the intercom as the ship fired its engines to get next to
the covenant cruiser



* * *

><p>In the hanger bay naruto and the gang were getting off the
pelican when they heard the intercom say they were going into
slipspace<p>

"What the hell we are still inside the city?" naruto said as they
felt the ship increase speed and then the familiar feeling of slip
space.

**END CHAPTER 3**

A/N

Alright wanted to get through two missions at once since those two
pretty much one long mission. Well as always please read and
review

    4. Delta Halo

A/N alright I know its been awhile but been doing the college thing
so haven't had much time to work on it hopefully you like it.
Remember to review when done

**CHAPTER 4 DELTA HALO**

The squad walked into their pod bay for further orders.

"So what the hell happened back there?" kiba asked as he sat down and
took of his helmet

"_Seems like the covenant decided to get out and make a slipespace
ju_mp inside the city."The fox said as he appeared in his fox form on
Naruto's data pad that was attached to his shoulder.

"What the hell?" Konohamaru said as he took a step back "you have an
A.I.?"

"Oh right you don't know well long story short you remember that
E.M.P. that hit us on proxy?" naruto asked with a sad look

"How could I forget had to dig you ass out from under a goddamn
building then we got back to base and well you remember." Konohamaru
said holding back a tear

"Well apparently that crystal they used was an A.I. from and ancient
civilization, and when they used it to as an E.M.P. but when they did
the little fuck jumped through my listening device and went into my
brain. Now he I am stuck with him in my head." Naruto said "so might
as well get introductions out of the way Konohamaru this is Kurama or
just Fox for short."

"Alright hey." Konohamaru replied

_"I have gone through this guy's memories and you seem like a decent
fighter, and he holds you in high regard. So any questions?"_ the fox
asked



"Just one." Konohamaru said

_"What is it?"_ the Fox asked

"What does, the fox say?" Konohamaru asked with a smirk that just
made everyone else chuckle

_" 'Fuck you' that's what the fox says. Definitely just like his
memories a smart ass."_ The fox said as he went into his human avatar
form, wearing the hell jumper gear without a helmet and a long cloak
and his color being all orange.

_"Prepare to exit slipspace everyone to your stations."_ The ships
intercom system buzzed

"Their playing our song everyone to your pods." Kakashi said as
everyone double checked their weapons and ammo and got in their pods
"And Namikaze don't lose or destroy this one." Kakashi said as he
handed Naruto a new silenced SMG

"No promises." Naruto said as he grabbed the weapon and put it in the
weapons holder of his drop pod.

* * *

><p>On the bridge Commander Keys looked over her bridge crew as they
hitched a ride with the covenant cruisers jump into slipspace, in
doing so they sent their systems through a hell storm.<p>

"Ma'am seems as if we are coming out of slipspace." The blonde called
from the navigation station

"Thanks Temari." Keys said

"In three twoâ€¦" Temari began a count down. "one." She said as
everyone lurched forward from the exiting of slip space

"Report." Keys ordered

"Both engines have spun to zero we're drifting." Said the red head at
the first officers chair.

"Thanks Gara" Keys replied "what about weapons Kankuro." She
ordered

"Main archer pods are cold I'll have to rekey the system." The
brunette at the weapons station replied.

"Alright get a visual up I want to see where we are." Keys said
"sorry for the quick jump sergeant."

"_I'm good, chief?"_ Johnson replied

"_We're fine."_ Cortana responded

"Ma'am there is an object coming into view now." Gara said as a
screen showed another halo ring on the monitor

"Cortana what am I looking at?" Keys asked



_"That is another Halo."_ Cortana responded

"_Ahah say what?!"_ Johnsons voice coughed over the radio

"So this is what my father found." Keys said out loud but more to
herself. "I thought halo was some type of super weapon."

"_It is if activated this ring will cause destruction on a galactic
scale"_ cortana replied

"I want all information on the first halo topography, schimatics,
everything I don't care if I have the clearance or not." Keys
ordered

"_Yes ma'am." _Cortana replied

"Where is our target?" keys asked Gara

"The enemy ship has stopped above the ring we are going to pass right
over it." Gara responded

"Perefect knowing what we do about this ring it is even more
important we capture the Prophet of Regret, find out why he came to
earth why he came here." Keys said "chief take your team hell jump
set up a landing zone. Johnson load up two flights of pelicans follow
them in."

_"Aye aye ma'am"_ Johnson replied

"I am going to keep a low profile till I can fly and fight again, so
once you leave the ship you're on your own." Keys
replied

"_Understood"_ chief replied over the radio

* * *

><p><em> "You guys get all that?"<em> the chief called over the
radio

"Hell yeah this is my favorite part." Naruto called back over the
radio

"_Why do you always get so excited about this."_ Kiba called over his
radio

"Why not the adrenaline rush is awesome." Naruto responded joyfully
as he felt his pod disengage getting ready to launch, then he felt
his pod release and felt the sensation of free fall. "yeeeaaaaah!" He
yelled

_"Namikaze you and your team follow me in the rest of the squad stick
with you teams and look for other places to land I don't want us all
pinned down in the same place. But stay close."_ The Chief called
over the radio.

_"Roger"_ was heard over the radio from all the other teams, as they
hit their boosters breaking away from the formation.

Naruto's team stayed with the chief as they broke through the



atmosphere. Just before landing naruto began to see plasma fire fly
past his pod "incoming fire evasive maneuvers!" Naruto called over
his radio.

As the pods started to maneuver with their boosters then broke too
far away from each other and the formation was spread out too far, as
the pods landed

Naruto's pod was the first to hit the ground and he started to engage
the covenant the moment his pod door blew opened. Just then he looked
up and saw a turret firing down at something too his left. He was in
position just under. He looked down and saw a few plasma grenades
attached to the belt of the grunt he just killed. He grabbed them and
activated one and threw it straight up hitting the grunt in the head,
with it and it stuck.

"Ahahhahah, get it off." The grunt screamed as it tried to get off
the turret but it detonated destroying the turret along with the
grunt. Just then the Chief and Konohamaru came running up from the
ridge below

"Hey where Sasuke and Sakura?" naruto asked them

"They ain't with you?" Konohamaru asked running up to the edge of the
rocks and began to fire at the covenant

"Sasuke, Sakura come in." naruto called over the radio but got
nothing "I say again Sasuke Sakura come in

Just then he heard static come over the radio "_Namâ€¦I ha..
sakuraâ€¦ me we got sepâ€¦ in drop we areâ€¦ ridge nâ€¦
bridge."_

"Say again you came in broken barely readable." Naruto said "fucking
hell damn mountains playing hell with our com." Naruto called to the
chief

"I am getting the ship just fine" the chief called

"Must be internals only then." Naruto said back

"_I say again we goâ€¦ dropâ€¦ other side of ridgâ€¦ nearâ€¦
bridge."_ sasuke said again

"Sounds like they are near a bridge." naruto said

"Think I saw one on the other side of the ridge there when we dropped
in." Konohamaru called

"We will be heading that way once we clear this place tell them to
hold tight we will pick them up on the way." chief said

"Got it." Naruto said as he touched the side of his helmet to
activate his radio "Sasuke stay put we will come to you."

"_Roger stayingâ€¦ of sightâ€¦ ll pick up."_ Sasuke replied

'Alright good just do that ONI sneaky shit and we will come for you.'
Naruto thought to himself as he ran up to the chief. "Alright they
staying put till we can get to them lets not make them wait to



long."

"Right." Konohamaru said as he shot a grunt in the face with his DMR,
Naruto and the chief bolted out from their position and each got
behind a different rock and began engaging. Covering each other as
they moved up to the ancient looking stone building the covenant had
occupied. Once they made it to the building they each took a side of
the door and the chief raised his battle rifle then pointed at
himself and held up one finger then pointed at naruto and held up two
fingers. At this naruto nodded then the chief swung in to the door
followed closely by naruto as the chief went right shooting into a
jackal as naruto unloaded his SMG into an elite splattering blood all
over the place.

"Left side clear" naruto called

"Right side clear" the chief replied they then searched the rest of
the building to find it was empty. "Landing zone is clear bring it
down Johnson." The chief called over the radio

"_Roger that, in route."_ Johnson replied over the radio

"Konohamaru come on up to the building its all clear." Naruto said as
he headed down stairs

"_Roger."_ Konohamaru replied over the radio

As Naruto and the Chief walked out of the building Konohamaru was
running up to them and a pelican was dropping of a hog for
them.

"Namikaze driver's seat Konohamaru gunner." The chief said as he
walked over to the hog once he got in he pulled a rocket launcher out
from behind his seat and sat down in the passenger's seat as naruto
threw it in gear and ripped down the valley toward the bridge the
rest of the team was near.

Naruto had the hog going as fast as he could while maneuvering in the
canyon just then the turret began to fire tearing apart some jackals
that had appeared in front of them. Naruto turned a tight corner
hitting his emergency brake sliding around the corner and burst out
to a drop off as he slamed on the brakes again and slide to the side
stopping just before going off the edge. Then they say the view of a
giant lake that could be considered a sea.

"Wow it's almost like a postcard." Konohamaru said with awe.

"Yeah dear Johnson kicking ass in outspace wish you were here."
naruto chuckled

"_I heard that JACKASS."_ Johnson yelled over the radio

"And?" naruto laughed as he hit the gas again and started toward the
bridge again.

Meanwhile two helljumpers sat inside a small outcropping of rocks on
a hill overlooking the bridge and its facility.

"Damn where the hell is Namikaze?" Sakura said as she checked her
watch



"It's only been ten minutes." Sasuke said next to her

"Try getting them on the radio again." Sakura said

"I already told you the cliffs are playing hell with our comms I
haven't been able to reach Kakashi or any of the other teams since we
landed. So just calm down knuckle head will get here soon enough"
Sasuke said

"Sorry it's just this waiting with probably a platoon of covenant
down there hoping they don't find us till we get some support."
Sakura said

"Don't worry I been in situations like this before, I was an ONI
infiltrator remember, but it was innies I was hiding from, and hell
both Konohamaru and Knuckle head were snipers I am sure they lost
count of how many times this has happened to them." Sasuke
grinned

"That's just it you three have been doing this for a long time you
gotta remember this is really only my fifth time doing this, and hell
the first two were just a quick extraction mission and the fourth was
that quick mission on earth." Sakura said

"But you got a team to make up for those short comings. Consider
yourself lucky you got the most combat experience out of the squad in
your team. Due to the demand of more helljumpers they are letting
people go straight into jump school to fill in those positions just
be happy you got some experience." Sasuke said as he put a hand on
her shoulder just then he heard something over the
radio

"_â€¦Kicking ass in outer space wish you were here."_ Naruto's voice
crackled over the radio

_"I heard that_ _JACKASS" _came Johnsons voice

"_And?"_ Naruto responded

"Namikaze can you hear me?" Sasuke called over the radio.

"_Uchiha that you?"_ came naruto's voice

"Yeah you almost here?" Sasuke asked but as he asked he saw a hog fly
out from the path hugging the cliff.

"_You could say that."_ Naruto replied as he tore down the hill and
swung around the back side of the compound the bridge was being
controlled

"Well better get down there." Sasuke said to Sakura as he lifted up
his SMG and began running down the hill where the hog had pulled to a
stop in front of the entrance of the compound.

Sasuke and Sakura ran up to the Spartan and two helljumpers who were
already stacked on the door ready to make entry. The moment they got
behind the stack the chief moved into the door and brought his SMG up
killing a grunt as naruto followed right behind killing an elite as
the rest of the team followed them into the compound. Once it was



cleared they began to look for a control pad for the bridge.

"Hey fox where the hell is the controls for this damn thing." Naruto
asked out loud as the AI appeared on Naruto's data pad on his
shoulder

"_Try the second floor facing the bridge should have big window in
front of it."_ Fox replied sarcastically

"Alright" Naruto said as he walked up to the second floor and found
the control pad, and activated at the bridge. As Naruto walked down
the ramp back down to the first floor he walked up to the chief
standing at the door.

"_You know you keep appearing on his should someone will found out
your in his head."_ Cortana said over the private comm.

"_I'll just make sure I don't do it in front of someone who will rat
us out but I'm pretty sure we can trust the squad."_ The fox said
defensively

"Enough let's go they should be dropping of the tank any minute." The
chief said as he walked out of the compound where Sasuke and Sakura
were waiting and watching the pelican drop off the tank.

"You know I get the impression she doesn't like you." Naruto
chuckles

_"I know isn't it so much fun."_ The fox chuckled

"Wait did he say tank?" Naruto said as he ran out of the compound to
see a tank infront of the rest of the team "oh hell yeah can't wait
to get behind the wheel of that."

"Sorry, chief already called it." Sasuke said as the chief was
already climbing into the driver seat.

"Fine but I'm driving the hog." Naruto said as he walked over toward
it

"Shotgun." Sasuke called out

"Shotgun,fuck" Konohamaru replied immediately after Sasuke.

"Then where the hell am I gonna sit?" Sakura asked

"You could always sit on my lap." Sasuke teased

"Oh ha ha funny. But seriously" Sakura replied

"Go sit on the tank we want you as protected as possible in case one
of us gets hit you can patch us up." Naruto said as he got into the
driver's seat.

"Besides do you honestly want to be in a hog that Naruto is driving?"
Sasuke joked

"Yeah you got a point." Sakura said as she jogged over to the
tank.



"Hey what's wrong with my driving?" naruto replied "and what did I
say about using my first name."

"Hey we been through enough shit we should be on first name basis,
that and I know it will get on your nerves." Sasuke laughed as Naruto
hit the gas throwing the laughing Uchiha into his seat as he reached
for something to steady himself.

The hog pulled out across the bridge kicking up the covenant for the
tank to take down. As they pushed further inland the continued the
tactic of naruto taking the hog into the area and getting the
covenant to follow him out and get wiped out by the tank. after a
while they made it to the largest of the acient temple looking
compounds where they began to hear gun fire.

"Sounds like someone is having a party without us." Naruto joked when
he heard his radio crackle

"_Anybody read me?"_ came Kakashi's voice over the radio

"Yeah Kakashi its Namikaze." Naruto replied

_"Oh good we have been pinned since we made land fall, and our radios
have been on the fritz."_ Replied Kakashi

"Yeah these canyons have been playing hell with the coms since we
landed as well. What's your pos rep?" Naruto replied as he jumped a
small ramp

"_I just saw your hog jump something we are just on the other side of
the temple to your right."_ Replied Kakashi.

Naruto turned down a small tunnel under the temple leading to the
other side with the turret firing on the covenant who had taken cover
from rest of the squad on the other side of the temple. The hog
whipped around and up a few ramps and found itself sitting in front
of an area that dipped down on the left with portable energy shields
preventing him from moving forward.

"Konohamaru work on those shields you give it enough they will fail,
focus on the ones with elites behind them and we'll work on the
rest." Naruto ordered

"Got it." Konohamaru called back as he was already opening up on the
closest energy shield

"Sasuke on me." Naruto said as he jumped out of the hog and ran over
to the right where a small path over looked the lower area with
shields

"On your ass." Sasuke said as he followed him

They moved up and began to take out the grunts and jackals that were
hiding behind the shields while Konohamaru dealt with the elites.
Once it was cleared out the moved up to a door leading into the
temple and stayed there with their guns trained on it till the rest
of the squad along with the chief caught up with them.

"Sit rep." Kakashi said as he came up to naruto's team



"Pushed them back only place they could be coming from" Naruto
said

"Alright let's move" the chief said as he walked up behind the squad
with Sakura

Naruto and sasuke moved through the door which led to a small U
shaped room and into an open area garden with a slope heading toward
the opposite wall. As they were moving up the hill plasma began to
fire down on them

"Contact!" naruto yelled as everyone got behind cover "top of the
hill one elite, two jackals, four grunts." He yelled out as they
returned fire after a few moments the squad was at the top of the
hill with the dead covenant laying on the ground bleeding

"Yeah who's king of the mountain now bitch." Kiba laughed as he
kicked one of the dead elites

"Let's move." Kakashi said as he began to walk down a narrow canyon
following naruto's team and the chief.

"Right behind you." Asuma called

They moved down the canyon to find themselves standing on top of a
water fall where they could see an area filled with covenant.

"Hey get Shikamaru and Choji up here" Kakashi called said as he
looked back as Sikamaru and Choji came running up and took a knee
with the rest of the forward team "alright Shikamaru focus on elites,
Konohamaru focus on Jackals then work the grunts, chief the same as
Konohamaru jackals then grunts, Choji just focus on suppression keep
their heads down while they pick them off if you see any targets of
opportunity take it." He whispered to them as everyone nodded and
began to move out across the edges of the water fall. Once everyone
was in position Kakashi gave the order to Shikamaru. When he fired a
red armored elites head was blown apart and then everyone else began
to fire on the confused jackals and grunts. Just then then began to
hear a weird buzzing sound coming from above them

"Shit buggers!" naruto yelled as he looked up and saw the insect
drones coming over the top of the cliffs around them. Naruto and the
rest of the squad rasied their weapons and opened up on the drones.
"Fuck it." Naruto said as his SMG went dry and he dropped it then
pulled out his shot gun and began blasting away at the ones that got
to close. After a few minutes all of the covenant where dead and they
were surrounded by dead insects. "damn't where is a can of raid when
you need it." Naruto complains as he reloads his shotgun and puts it
back in its holster on his back, and picks up his SMG and reloads
it.

They made their way down the side of the falls and then back up the
other side of the canyon to find themselves looking out on a massive
lake with ancient looking stone buildings standing over it.

"Well that is a swell view." Naruto said as he looked out and saw
jackals patrolling the roofs of the buildings. "Hey Shikamaru need
you up here again." He called over the radio

After a few moments Shikamaru made it up to the front saw what was



going on and laid down and began to pick off the patrolling
jackals.

"Alright its clear" Shikamaru said as he stood up.

"Good" naruto said as he jumped down from the ledge they were on and
began to walk down toward the temple.

Once they entered the temple they found a holoprojector with the
prophet of regret going through a sermon. Naruto walked up to it he
looked at the prophet with hate in his eyes as the chief and the rest
of the squad walked into the room behind him. The chief waked up to
the projection and placed his hand on the projector and it began to
speak English. The prophet was talking about activating Halo.

"You get that ma'am?" the chief asked into his radio

"_Yes I did. I think the prophet has given us everything we need.
Chief take him down before he can activate the ring."_ The commander
replied

"Roger that." The chief confirmed

"_Now Kakashi I need you and your team back here to prep for a new
mission."_ The commander said

"Roger that ma'am" Kakashi replied

"_Now set up an LZ so the bird can land and pick up the squad."_ The
commander replied

"Yes ma'am" Kakashi said back "alright let's move."

'Damn it I wanted to take down that prophet.' Naruto said to himself
as he gritted his teeth

_ "Calm down, he ain't the one we want the most the chief can handle
him."_ The fox replied

'Yeah alright' naruto sighed to himself

They began to move out of the temple and found themselves looking out
on to an open platform with a few grunts and jackals walking around
and two hunters in the center.

"Shit" naruto said as Kakashi walked up behind him

"Shikamaru need you up here again." Kakashi said as Shikamaru came up
from behind. "alright need you to take down one of those hunters the
moment it shows you its back."

"Alright." Shikamaru replied as he rested his rifle on the railing of
the temple

"Everyone else move along the railing and get ready to open fire."
Kakashi said as they all got into position. Naruto's team was closest
to the bridge connecting the temple to the open area. As everyone got
ready Kakashi saw Kiba prepping his rocket launcher "hey Kiba hold
off on the rockets that back blast will hit that wall fucking us all
up."



"If I aim the back into this room we just came from we'll be good."
Kiba replied

"Alright but everyone give him a wide berth." Kakashi replied as
everyone set in. "alright Shikamaru its on you.

"Roger." Shikamaru said as he sighted in and waited his shot just
then he fired into the giants back and it fell over. once it fell
every one began to fire on the rest of the covenant killing the
smaller ones but the hunter remained standing with its shield
blocking the bullets. It began to charge its fuel rod cannon, but
just before it fired a rocket impacted its shield causing the giant
to take a step back firing its plasma rocket into the roof of the
temple above the squad showering them with bits of rock from the
temple.

"Good job Kiba." Kakashi yelled out

"Well I only got one more left, and it won't punch through that
shield." Kiba called back

'Shit we can't take that thing out with a head on attack like that.'
Naruto thought to him self

"_I know what your thinking and no."_ the fox said in Naruto's head
as he just looked over at the chief who had glanced over at him and
nodded.

Just then the both of them rushed out to either side of the hunter
firing at it before it could charge its weapon again to fire at the
squad. The best let out a roar as it turned toward to two of them
exposing its back to the squad and Shikamaru fired another round into
its back killing it.

"Well that was fun." Naruto chuckled looking at the chief

"Commander LZ is clear we are waiting for pick up." Kakashi said over
the radio "as for you that that was very foolish." He said looking at
Naruto

"Hey we needed an opening hell only thing that can come close to
piercing that armor is a Spartan laser or a gauss cannon even then it
takes a few hits we needed an opening so me and the chief made one."
Naruto explained

"Just next time try to give me a little warning alright." Sighed
Kakashi seeing he wouldn't be able to win this conversation, as the
pelican came into view.

The pelican landed in the center of the platform and everyone began
to get on the bird. Naruto was the last one to board as usual but
just before he could step on aboard a burst of green plasma impacted
the side of the pelican sending it whipping around, tossing naruto
aside. He looked up and saw four banshees flying above.

"Shit" he moaned as he saw the banshees begin to chase off the
pelican. Naruto looked around and saw some weapon drop pods that had
been dropped by the pelican when it got hit he ran over to them and
began to look through them and stopped when he found one with a giant



green shoulder mounted laser cannon. He lifted on to his shoulder and
sighted in on the banshee closest to the pelican as he charged the
beam and fired it blowing it to pieces. He charged another blast
destroying the second banshee that was chasing the damaged
pelican.

"Namikaze lets move." The chief called out as a gondola docked with
the platform and they both ran on to it getting some cover from the
two other banshees overhead. Just then the gondola began to
move.

_"Namikaze you alright?"_ came Kakashi's voice over the radio

"Yeah I'm good with the chief on a gondola thing heading over to one
of the temples." Naruto explained

_"Alright stick with the chief this bird is to damaged to come get
you so they are sending another from the ship, but it will awhile."_
Kakashi explained

"Got it." Naruto responded

_"And the pilots want to say thanks for taking down those banshees."_
Kakashi replied

"No problem but I got two more on my ass right now so I gotta let you
go so I can deal with them." Naruto reported as he checked the
Spartan laser again and saw he had three shots left on it. He then
sighted in on one of the banshees while charging it and turned it
into a plume of smoke.

"We got another gondola coming." The chief said as he looked over at
the incoming gondola and saw it filled with covenant. "And there he
multiple hostiles on board."

"I'll deal with this banshee you take care of them once this fucker
is dead I'll help you out." Naruto said as he was following the
banshee with his laser but it had gotten wise to him and was moving
around erratically. "Damnt hold still you little bitch."

"Alright." The chief said as he got ready for the incoming gondola
the moment it got to his it stopped and he was rushing onto it. Just
as he finished killing the last elite the chief saw a flash of red
light out of the corner of his eye along with an explosion in the
sky.

"Take that ya bastard." Naruto yelled

The chief made his way back over to the first gondola and up to
naruto who just looked up at "hell of a fly swatter ain't she." He
said with a chuckle. The chief just walked back up to the front of
the gondola and reactivated it to get them on their way. once they
reached the next temple they meet little resistance as they made
their way down to the lower levels where they found what looked like
a glass elevator.

"Hell of a fly swatter ain't she." He said with a chuckle. The chief
just walked back up to the front of the gondola and reactivated it to
get them on their way. Naruto threw the Spartan laser over his back
as he followed him to the front. Once they reached the next temple



they meet little resistance as they made their way down to the lower
levels where they found what looked like a glass elevator.

"Huh fox you got any idea on this?" naruto asked as the AI appeared
on his shoulder

_"Simple hit the button and wait for it to come up and take us to the
next temple." _The fox replied

"I got that much but any idea where it will take us?" naruto
asked

_"Should take us just a hop skip and a jump from the main temple
regret is using to give his sermon."_ The fox explained as they
waited for the elevator

"And how do you know that?" naruto asked

"_Simple I have been monitoring his transmissions since that first
sermon hologram we ran into."_ The fox explained

"_And when were you going to tell us this information?"_ cortana
asks

"_Well we had been going in the right direction so didn't see any
reason to mention it see how you don't like me talking." _The fox
replies with his foxish smirk

"_And what if you had gotten on that bird and taken off then?"_
cortana asked getting madder as the elevator arrived but was occupied
with two massive forms

"Shit!" naruto yelled as he pulled two grenades and tossed them under
the hunters shields as he jumped to the side dodging the fuel rod
cannons fire. Just then a loud boom went off inside the elevator
tearing the rear armor off the two hunters. Once they exited the
elevator the split up each going for one of the humans.

"Chief one for each of us." Naruto chuckled as he swung around a
pillar as the beast charged him. He then swung behind the hunter with
ease and unloaded his SMG into its exposed back and it fell down dead
"mines down." Naruto called over as he looked and saw the chief
already waiting for him at the elevator with the hunter behind him
dead. "phffs show off." Naruto mumbles to himself

As he get in the elevator with the chief he looks for a control pad
and finds it was destroyed by his grenade "well shit." Naruto sighs
looking at the control pad

_ "Don't worry I got it."_ The fox said as the doors shut and the
elevator began to move

"_So were you always able to control forerunner tech?"_ cortana asked
still upset

_"Only minor things and only within a certain proximity."_ The fox
replied as they we moving through the ocean towards a new
temple.

"Will your two knock it off." Naruto complained "you're really



starting to get on my nerves. Ya know what lets play the quit
game."

"_Pffft. Like you know how to play the quit game."_ The fox
laughed

"Just shut it." Naruto said as they came up in the new temple they
meet moderate resistance making their way to the upper levels they
finally made their way out to the daylight and saw a giant temple not
too far off.

"_Chief you there?"_ they heard the commanders voice over the
radio

"Yes ma'am." The chief responded

_"Oh thank god thought we lost you there for a minute." _ She
replied

"Must have been the temple messing with the signal." The chief
reported

"_Alright is Namikaze still with you?"_ she asked

"Yes he is." The chief confirmed

_"Good there is a pelican in route to pick him up."_ She says as they
saw a pelican coming over from the giant lake.

"Alright. He will stay here I will move up and take out the prophet."
The chief replied

"Alright I'll catch you later man." Naruto said as he held out his
hand and the chief took it and they clasped each other's
thumbs

"_Well catch you later babe." _The fox chuckled over a private
frequency_._

_ "Just leave already."_ She responded as the chief turned and headed
off toward the temple

Naruto and the fox waited about ten minutes waiting for the pelican
to reach them. Once it came around he looked up and saw a fleet of
covenant ships coming out of slipspace "well shit, we better keep a
low profile with all those fuckers in the air." Naruto sighed out
loud as he stepped on the pelican.

After a few minutes of flight he looked out the back and saw a
covenant cruiser above the temple the chief had just gone into "now
what are you doing?" naruto asked under his breath but was answered
as it fired its cannon down on the temple glassing it. "shit. Chief,
Chief can you hear me?" Naruto yelled into his radio. "damn't nothing
but static."

"_Calm down kid it'll take more than that to take the chief down."_
The fox replied in his head

'Like what?' naruto thought to the fox



_"Well lets just focus on this coming mission alright."_ The fox
replied just hoping he wasn't lying to his container, as the rear
doors closed and they made their way off toward the ship.

**END CHAPTER 4**

    5. A New Member

**CHAPTER 5 A NEW MEMBER**

The squad sat in the hanger bay with their helmets off waiting for
the commander as well as naruto. Shikamaru was laying down napping on
a box while Choji was eating from a tray from the chow hall. The rest
of the squad was either talking or checking their weapons over when
the commander came through a door and everyone snapped to attention,
as she walked over to them with Johnson and a red head wearing a lab
coat and pair of glasses.

"Damn check out the red head nice bod on that one." Kiba whispered to
shino

"She is way too smart to fall for any of your lame pickup lines and
she is ONI so I would tell you to stay away but I know you won't
listen." Shino responded

"Well ain't you the best wing man in the verse." Kiba replied
sarcastically

"Alright the last member of your team should be landing here shortly
but I will brief you now on the mission and you can fill him in on
it." The commander said as everyone nodded their heads "alright good
I chose this team because you were on the first halo and already have
some familiarity with the installation. We will be going for what is
known as the index. Once we make it to the library we will be
splitting up into two groups one will be led by myself and Johnson
while we go for the index your squad is going to be protecting our on
board scientist." The commander said as the red head in the lab coat
stepped up "this isâ€¦" she began but was cut off as the alarms went
off indicating a pelican was coming through the air lock "ah that
must be our last member."

The air lock opened and the pelican came in and landed next to the
squad and naruto came walking around the back side still in his full
gear. "damn did you ever see a lazier squad?" he chuckled " I'm down
their kickin ass and they are eating hot chow" he said looking at the
empty food trays.

"Maybe if you got on the damn bird like you were supposed to you
could of gotten some." Sasuke joked

"Whatever hope you at least saved me some." Naruto said as his
stomach growled

"Who do you think you're teamed with?" Sasuke replied sarcastically
as he pulled out another tray full of food.

"Thanks man never doubted you guys for a second." Naruto said as he
walked toward the tray



"But we are in the middle of a briefing so you will have to wait till
that is over." Sasuke said with an evil grin as he gestured toward
the commander and scientist. Who Naruto got a better look at and was
a bit shocked to see the red head and started to take a few steps
toward her.

"As I was saying this isâ€¦" the commander began

"Karin Uzumaki" naruto said as he stepped up in front of her "been
awhile."

"Ok first its doctor Uzumaki" Karin said as she pushed her glasses up
her nose "second do I know you?" she said with a cold glare

"Oh yes we have." Naruto said as he took off his helmet to reveal his
blond hair and fox smile

"Naruto?" she asked hesitantly "naruto!" she cheered as she jumped
and embraced him in a tight hug. This got all three of the girls in
the squad to get a little upset as they all placed their hands on
side arms getting ready to draw while they let out some killing
intent, Hinata letting out the most.

"Wow it really is you I haven't seen you since you ran off from the
academy." Karin said as she let go of him and took a step back. "last
I heard from you was your message saying you had gotten off Harvest
but weren't sure where you were going after that. I thought you were
dead. I asked your dad but he was always busy but he always said you
were a survivor and not to worry." At this the girls let off more
killing intent hearing about their history together.

"Alright squad." Naruto said as he turned around wrapping his arm
around Karins should and holding her tight making the rage in the
girls go through the roof. "this here is my little cousin Karin." He
said as he brought her into a head lock and messed up her hair. At
hearing this all the rage and killing intent turned to realization at
his words.

"Geez I was almost worried about him for a second there." Sasuke
chuckled to Konohamaru who also halfhearted chuckle

"I know what you mean with the amount of killing intent and rage they
were letting out I would rather go up against a squad of zeolites
then deal with that mess." Konohamaru smirked

"just glad I have one of them at my side." Sasuke said as he put an
arm around Sakura

"And kiba." Naruto said as he looked over at him getting his
attention. "just no."

"What I didn't do anything?" kiba said innocently

"Yet. I know you were thinking about hitting on my cousin." Naruto
said "I know how that twisted mind of yours works."

"Jeez fine." Kiba said holding up his hands defensively "and you're
supposed to be the actual good wing man." He complained

"Well if you done with the family reunion I would like to get back to



my briefing, if that's alright with you Corporal?" the commander
stated more then asked

"Right sorry." Naruto said as he held up his hands apologetically as
he walked back over to his team.

"Alright back to where I left off this is doctor Uzumaki and she is
the on board scientist, he field of study is ancient alien tech
focusing on forerunner. She is one of the top in her field and you're
job is to protector her while she gets as much intel from the library
as possible." The commander explained "everyone understand?" as
everyone nodded their head "good now prep we scanned the area and
seems the enemy has already started moving on it as well."

_"Well it's going to be tight so bring close courter weapons. Not to
mention the flood" _the fox said to Naruto

"Ma'am." Naruto called over to the commander "have the rest of the
assault units been briefed on the flood." At this everyone in the
squad but Konohamaru stopped dead in their tracks with a look of
absolute horror at forgetting about the worst part of the last
halo.

"No, after reviewing the mission debriefing from the last halo we
believe that it is still contained cause of the last one it was
released by accident by one of the covenant search teams, then
completely released by our raiding party. So we believe it is a
minimal threat." Karin chimed in

"Not talking to you Karin." Naruto said in a upset tone for her
interruption. "commander this was a threat that almost took out the
entire galaxy that the forerunners thought was a 'minimal threat'
that forced them to go to a last resort option. If there is any
chance of flood contact our guys need to know about cause we didn't
know about it before and we lost everyone because of it since we know
what we may be facing, I highly advise from someone who has seen the
damage the flood can do everyone needs to be briefed on it. Cause you
know being a combat vet yourself Murphy has a way of making easy
things impossible and this whole situation is fubar." Naruto finished
as the commander looked up at the rest of the squad and saw they were
all nodding their heads in agreement.

"Alright your advice as someone who has experienced this before has
been noted and I will advise the rest of the ship on the threat the
flood poses." The commander replied "now get prepped and Karin do you
have everything you need?"

"Yes Ma'am" Karin replied

"Good your attached to the squad from here on out" the commander said
"I just need to go to the bridge real quick and get the data about
the flood prepped for the rest of the crew." She said as she walked
out of the hanger bay followed by Johnson. At that everyone went off
to check their gear as Karin walked up to Naruto.

"Hey kiba might want to go with the 32 instead of the launcher cause
it's gonna be tight in that library." Naruto called over to him as he
went over and picked up the tray of food and began to eat "and grab
some incendiary rounds if you can for the flood, oh and don't forget
that wrist rocket you got."



"Alright, you're the expert." Kiba called back

"What does he mean you're the expert?" Karin asked

"Well uhâ€¦" naruto stalled trying to think of an answer "I have the
most experience with the flood and forerunner compounds cause I was
with Capitan Keyes assault squad that released the flood and I had to
work my way through that stuff alone till I linked up with the
chief." Naruto replied

"Ok sounds reasonable." Karin said buying the story to Naruto's
relief. "but you'll have to tell me about everything you learned
about the forerunners and their compounds later, and how you know so
much about the flood."

"Well I was a bit occupied with not getting devoured by the flood, to
take in the scenery, and as for know about the flood Cortana told me
about it just after we got off the ring and before we linked up with
everyone else." Naruto said as he shoveled the food in to his mouth
"oh god this is good."

"I still don't understand how you can enjoy this stuff." Karin
replied

"Huh try living off MRE's for months at a time and then you'll see
this as a five star meal." Naruto chuckled as he finished it, and
Kakashi walked over to them.

"Namikaze get her some armor and a weapon." Kakashi said

"Roger that." He said as he swallowed the last of his food

"I am a non-combatant. I don't know how to shoot a weapon." Karin
said as a few chuckles could be heard from the other female members
of the group.

"You're in the squad now and everyone's first job in this squad is
fighting for the guy next to you. You may be a scientist and we will
protect you the best we can for you to do your job but when shit hits
the fan you need to be able to help with the fighting even if it's
just blindly firing in the general direction of the enemy, but I
would take it as a kindness if you at least aimed." Kakashi
explained

"Alright." Karin gave in

"Just follow me and we will get you some gear and weapon." Naruto
said as he stood up and started walking down the hall.

Once they got to supply he walked up to the sergeant in charge "hey
sergeant we need some armor and basic SMG gear."

"Alright" the sergeant said as he pulled up his data pad "ID." Naruto
pulled out his tags with the crystal hanging off of it and the
sergeant scanned them with his data pad

"Alright" The sergeant replied as naruto's information was brought up
and saw it said 'special assignment whatever they need give it to
them' "wow don't see that very often."



"Whats that?" naruto asked

"Special assignment, what ever you need you got it." The sergeant
replied

"Alright lets start out with her get her some basic helljump armor
minus the helmet get her some HUD glasses though." Naruto said

"Why not a helmet?" Karin asked

"Cause you don't rate that only hell jumpers are allowed to wear it."
Naruto said in tone that said don't argue the point.

"Alright come with me and we will get you fitted." The sergeant said
as he walked her into the back for the gear

A few minutes went by when Naruto felt someone tapping his shoulder
he turned to find Shino standing behind him.

"Need something Shino?" Naruto asked

"I need your 'friend' to give me what he can on the forerunner
security systems so I can hack them more easily." Shino said in a
monotone voice.

"One sec." Naruto replied 'hey fox you got that.'

"_Yeah give me a second to gather what I have."_ The fox replied as
he gathered everything he had on forerunner security. "_alright tell
him to hold out his hacking device and then tap the screen it will be
transferred."_

"Alright let me see your hacker." Naruto said as Shino pulled out his
hacking device and handed it to Naruto who just tapped the screen and
it glowed for as second as the data transferred.

"Thank you." Shino said as he turned and walked away and began going
over the new data he had received

"Alright how does it look?" came Karin's voice from behind
him

Naruto turned and saw Karin wearing the hell jumper armor with her
lab coat over top of it and a new set of glasses that had a HUD on
it. "well doesn't really matter how it looks only how it feels does
it fit snug but not constricting?" Naruto replied

"A little restricting and kinda heavy. I am just happy these glasses
focus to what my eyes need" Karin replied

"Well that is expected you ain't used to it. To me it's like a second
skin." Naruto chuckled "but you can move around fine in it
right."

"Well enough." she said

"Alright now to the armory to get you a weapon and then some ammo."
Naruto replied as he started walking again followed closely by her.
once they reached the armory naruto walked up to the window and



knocked, after a few moments the window opened.

"Hey we need a surpressed SMG and pistol." Naruto said

"ID?" the marine in the window said and he repeated the samething he
did with supply "wow special assignment alright you said suppressed
SMG and pistol just give me a second." The armor said as he went into
his cage and found what he needed and Karin walked up to the window
"alright I will need your tags as well to sign it out to you." The
armor replied

"Alright" she said as she pulled her tags out, and he scanned
them.

"Here you go." He said handing the weapons to her as she put the
pistol in its holster and magnetically attached the SMG to her other
thigh.

"Alright one last stop and we will head back to the squad." Naruto
said as they walked toward the ammo supply point "well guess I will
give you quick class on weapons handling."

"Yeah I don't even know how this works." She said taking the SMG off
her leg

"Alright first when aiming bring it up to your shoulder the butstock
goes into the pocket of your shoulder here." naruto said as he took
his own SMG and showed her how to hold it as she copied him as they
walked. "good now the safety is here." naruto pointed to the safety
near her thumb "only way it will fire is if you turn it to fire like
this then pull the trigger."

"Alright" Karin said as she flipped the safety off and on.

"Alright now you HUD should automaticly sync with the weapon or piece
of gear your working with point the weapon down and then look to
where it is pointing you should see your aiming retical." Naruto said
as she did what he told her

"Yes I see it." She responded

"Good now when shooting put that reticle on the enemy flip the safety
and squeeze the trigger don't pull or it will throw off your shot,
and make sure it is snug in your shoulder or the recoil will make you
barrel climb out of control, also short controlled bursts when firing
so squeeze for a few seconds take the recoil then let go." Naruto
explained

"Alright." Karin replied

"Now when it comes to flood the small infectious forms they look like
fucked up balloons and normally move in large groups aim for where
they are clustered cause the force of one or two popping with cause a
chain reaction. Also with the carrier forms same thing will happen
but on a larger scale so get some distance before shooting them. now
for the combat forms some may look human cause they were human once
but are now infected but there is no saving them shoot for the head
killing the brain or dead center of the chest where the infection has
bonded with the hosts internal organs." Naruto explained



"That is a lot to take in." Karin said as they came up to the
ASP

"Well you were the geniuses in the family so it should be easy
hardest part is doing it under stress just wish we had some range
time before this." Naruto said as he turned to ammo tech "alright I
need four standard load out for an SMG and pistol, also shotgun
rounds, any incendiary forty mike mike and hand helds, frags, and any
of these you have." Naruto said as he pulled out a cartridge for his
wrist flame unit and showed his tags to be scanned

"Alright I'll see what I can dig up for ya." The tech said as he went
to look for what he asked for.

"One more thing this is pretty important." Naruto said turning to
Karin "you put the mag in here." he said indicating the magazine well
"then you pull this back and let it go when you run out of ammo in
that mag eject the mag with this button then slam in a fresh mag and
hit this to release the bolt chambering a new round and your ready to
fire again." Naruto said

"Alright" Karin said as she looked over the what he had just told her
and the tech came up with a back of everything he asked
for.

"Alright here is everything you wanted, and here are those napalm
cartridges for that prototype lucky we had them. another group of
helljumpers just came by and took the others and they said someone
else would be by for the rest" the tech replied handing him the box
of cartridges

"Alright cool." Naruto said as he took the box and bag and reached in
taking out the mags and put them in his pouches and Karin's he took
the loaded two of his grenade pouches with frags and two with
incendiary and did the same telling her what each one did. He then
threw the bag over his shoulder and headed down to the hanger where
the squad was waitng for them.

"Alright kiba you get enough incendiary forty mike mike?" Naruto
asked

"Got two belts of HEDP and one of incendiary" Kiba replied

"Here." naruto said as he tossed him two more belts of incendiary.
"put them in your pack" after that naruto took the rest of the ammo
he had and put it into his pack.

"Alright doctor you will be with third team in the rear." Kakashi
said with Kurenai standing next to him "they have our hacker and he
will be of most help to you when you start hacking their files." He
explained

"Alright." She said as she looked at the team cringing a bit as she
walked over to the team seeing that kiba was in it.

"Alright team we have the egghead with us so be nice." Kurenai said
to the team

"Oh don't worry your pretty little head." Kiba said with a smirk as
he walked up to her "your in good hands with me and my squad of



ultimate bad asses." He said swaying his hand out toward the squad
"first we got Choji with his medium machine gun turns covies into
bloody mulch like that" he says as he snaps his fingers. "then there
is Shikamaru who can take the hat off an elite at a mile away. Then
there is shino who can hack any covie system out there." gesturing
toward the stoic Shino who was still going over his data pad about
the info the fox had given him "then we have some of the best docs
around." Pointing to the three females "then the former ONI
infiltrator who can kill you and get out before you even know he is
there." pointing toward Sasuke

"That is a nice specimen I would like to test out." Karin said
licking her lips.

"Hands off he is mine, I don't care if you are Namikaze's cousin I'll
kick your ass if you lay a hand on him." Sakura said as she walked
by.

"Sound like fun I always do like a challenge." Karin said with a
smirk

"Alright cat fight." Kiba laughed with a hopeful tone but was hit in
the back of the head by both girls who just smiled at each
other

"Well maybe you ain't so bad after all." Sakura giggled "but stay
away from Sasuke like I said he is mine."

"Gezz she gets all but hurt when I call her mine but when it comes to
me being 'hers' it's alright" Sasuke whispers to Naruto

"I'll never understand them just go with the flow on that one."
Naruto whispers back "do you honestly want to get into that
argument?"

"Not really." Sasuke smirks

"Now where was I?" Kiba says rubbing the back of his head "right two
of the remaining nine tailed foxes Konohamaru and you already know
the other Namikaze, who is our craziest member will take on any enemy
and come out on top, he is also part of our bad ass team leaders also
consisting of Asuma and Kurenai, with Kakashi leading us head long
into hell and back. Then there is me I can solve any problem you got
with the right amount of C4 and proper placement, and that rounds out
our squad of ultimate bad asses." He finishes with a smirk

"Hey kiba" naruto calls over getting his attention. "what did I say
about hitting on my cousin?"

"Not to do it." Kiba replied

"Yeah I only let you go on that rant cause I wanted to see where it
would go but you do it again I will make the shit Sasuke did in ONI
interogations look like a paradise." Naruto replied

"Like I said craziest bastard in the squad." Kiba said turning to
Karin "but he will follow throught on it so, Ok I get the message."
He yelled the last part at the blonde who put his helmet on seeing
that the commander had walked through the door followed by Johnson
and a squad of marines.



"Alright get your final checks done and load up." The commander
called out as she got into one of the pelicans followed by the squad
of marines

"You heard the lady get your asses moving." Kakashi yelled as he put
his helmet on and got on to the pelican followed by the rest of the
squad taking their normal spots with naruto on onside of the door and
Sasuke on the other side the doors closed and the pelican rose up and
headed out the air locks and toward the ring world.

**END CHAPTER 5 **

**A/N**

Alright bit of a short and no action in the chapter but wanted to
introduce Karin and what her roll will be and as for all three of the
girls getting upset at Karin's hug they just saw her as moving in
Hinata's turf, and their brother. But let me know what you think of
putting Karin in here.

    6. Index

**CHAPTER 6 INDEX**

The squad sat in the back of the pelican as it descended to the ring
world and headed off toward the library. Naruto stared out the back
of the pelican from where he sat, seeing darkness as snow
occasionally whipped past. As they approached they heard the radio
crack to life.

_"Ma'am this is the forward team we ran into resistance_" a voice
came over the radio. "_it's not covenant. I repeat not covenant."_

_ "_Flood minimal threat my ass." Naruto says looking over a
Karin

_"That is the flood you were briefed on it." _They heard the
commander reply. _"just get that shield down so we can get through."_
She said

"_Roger that."_ The radio replied

After a while they heard the commanders voice over the radio "_looks
like the shields are down. Push forward."_ But as they pushed forward
the pelican started to take fire

"Shit AA guns." The pilot yelled "I can't get through."

Naruto looks out the back of the pelican as it turns around he sees
the antiaircraft guns firing up at them. He stands up and grabs a
back pack off the rack above him, and throws it on his back and hits
all the latches.

"Naruto what do you think you're doing?" Kakashi asked already
knowing

"Gonna catch some air." He said as he turned toward him then jumped
out the pelican back wards



"Wait for me you bastard." Konohamaru yelled as he grabbed a
parachute and jumped after him

"Well can't let them take all the glory." Sasuke sighs as he does the
same

"I swear to god those guys are gonna get fucked up and I am just
gonna sit there and laugh, but after I patch them up." Sakura says as
she does the same as the last three.

Karin just sits there in shock at what just happened but everyone
else just sighs and shakes their heads. "Why is no one worried?" she
asks shock no one acting concerned

"Because naruto is the craziest bastard we have, and to top it all
off he now has one of his old fox buddies who is just as crazy as he
is in his team. Then there is Sasuke who was an ONI infiltrator so he
is close if not as crazy as those two, and the crazy has seeped into
Sakura as well from just being in the same team as them." Kiba
explained "so don't worry about them they do crazy shit like this all
the time, its actually a good quality to have in the assault team
never hesitate to rush in."

"So guess he hasn't really changed since we were kids always running
head long into trouble before thinking about it." Karin sighed with a
chuckle

* * *

><p>Meanwhile in free fall "<em>so kid, have a plan?" <em>the fox
asked

"I believe I can fly, believe I canâ€¦. Oh right a plan." Naruto said
snapping out of his song "Ahh get done there and killing anything
that ain't human?" he replied as the ground grew closer

"_Serisouly this is the idiot I'm stuck with."_ the fox sighed "_oh
and that ground is coming up pretty damn fast."_

"Well that is because we are falling" naruto replied in a smart ass
tone "alright where is that pull cord?" he said using his hands to
feel for it

"_I am gonna die in some stupid way I just know it even if we survive
today, it'll be something else tomorrow."_ Fox sighed

"Ah there it is." Naruto said as he grabbed the pull cord and it
released the chute and he hit the ground raising up his SMG and fired
killing a couple of grunts who were close to him. He hit the quick
release on the chute and it fell off his body as he ran to cover and
the rest of the team landed behind him.

"What took ya?" Naruto asked as Sasuke rushed up to where he had
taken cover

"Well maybe if you had told us your plan we could have gotten here
together." Sasuke replied

"Plan? What plan I just wanted to go skydiving." Naruto replied in a



fake confused tone

"And this is our fearless leader." Sasuke sighs

"_Hey you just gotta work with him, I gotta live in his head and no
some of this shit does come out of nowhere so sometimes I have no
idea it is coming either."_ The fox said to Sasuke in his internal
comms

"Well glad to see you're still kicking fox." Sasuke said

_"Trust me I am as amazed as you are that me and him ain't dead
yet."_ The fox sighed

"Hehe, yeah" Sasuke chuckled "now plan?" he asked more
forcefully

"Right, hey Konohamaru me and Sasuke are gonna flank right and draw
their fire you pick off the little ones leave the big ones to use."
naruto said into the radio

"_Roger." _Konohamaru replied over the radio

"Alright bump and bound to that AA gun to the right." Naruto
said

"Got it." Sasuke said swinging up his weapon killing a jackal as
naruto rushed to what looked like wreckage of a giant sentinel and
began to cover Sasuke as he moved killing a few grunts. They made it
to the AA gun where a red elite looked over at them roared and began
to charge. At this both of them opened up on the elite making quick
work of its shields and killing it.

Once the first gun was down they took control of it and began to fire
on the second and third gun destroying them.

"_Good job knew there was a reason I wanted you guys on this
assault_" came the commanders voice over the radio _"alright pelican
two go pick them up and meet us at the library."_ At that the pelican
came by and landed picking up the team who got into it.

"Damn it Namikaze scared your cousin back here near to death." Kiba
laughed as he put an arm around her and shook her a bit.

"Well I knew I left her in good hands, as well as yours." Naruto shot
back with a chuckle

"Oh I got the best hands around." Kiba smirked "the ladies call me
'magic hands'" he said doing jazz hands

"By ladies do you mean the trannies who like your hand jobs?" Sasuke
shot back

"Oh ha ha," kiba laughed as he pulled his arm away from Karin

"Yeah I know you wouldn't let anything happened to or do anything to
her cause if you did you'd have to deal with me." Naruto said

"Don't worry I'll keep an eye on her for ya, she is on my team after
all." Kiba laughed



"Loyalty is such a nice trait for a dog" naruto sighed with a
laugh

"Yeah yeah and what does a fox have? Tricks?" Kiba shot back then
realized he almost let out the secret to Karin.

"Yeah only thing that keeps me alive, and us foxes are full of them.
Right Konohamaru." Naruto said playing it off

"Damn straight." Konohamaru went along with it.

"What do you mean foxes?" Karin asked

"You see, those two are two of the only survivors of the ninth fox
company that got whipped out on proxy." Kiba explained trying to
cover up his slip of the tongue

"Oh right." Karin said buying the story to everyone's relief

"We are touching down in five." The pilot called out from the
cockpit.

* * *

><p>Just as the pelicans landed the hell jumper squad ran out of one
and a marine squad ran out of the other making a small perimeter as
the pelicans took back off. The two squads moved up to the massive
library entrance each taking a side.<p>

"Alright Kakashi we will stick together on the gondola then break off
when we get to the other side." The commander called over

"Roger that." Kakashi called back as the squads began to move up
toward the gondolas when they heard an ear splitting screech that
they knew all too well but was new for ones who hadn't been on the
first halo.

"Shit contact left, FLOOD!" naruto yelled as he swung his weapon left
firing at the flood.

"Contact right, the fuck is that." One of the marines from the other
squad yelled

"Just shoot them and keep moving" Johnson ordered

"I think that was Benson from Kilo." Another marine yelled

"There is nothing you can do for him now but put him out of his
misery." Johnson yelled as they made it to the gondola and activated
it getting it to start going across the chasm.

"Oh god the holo images from the files are can't even come close to
seeing it firsthand." Karin said as she lend against the wall

"The fuck was that shit?" the squad leader from the marine squad
asked "cause that one may have been deformed but it sure as hell
looked like Benson?" he shouted at Johnson

"That was the flood a parasitic organism that reanimates dead bodies



to infect living ones so it can spread." Naruto said walking up to
them "they may look like your friends but they aren't they are merely
a body everything that they were, is now gone and they will not
hesitate to kill you so you must do the same. Only way to give them
peace is to end them before the end us."

"I would listen to him this bastard was with me on the first contact
with these things I thought I was the only one who made it out. But
this bastard was down there for even longer and still made it out so
he has the most experience with them." Johnson said "all of these
guys were on the first one so listen to what they have to say about
this shit."

_"Yeah but little does he know you were buried and unconscious, and I
was in control most that time."_ the fox snickered

'Don't forget that part where I hit you with ten thousand volts,
wanta replay that part? Cause I am sure I can find another live wire
around here.' Naruto asked

"_I'll be quiet."_ The fox said

"Ah guys it looks like we have company." Kiba yelled from the back of
the gondola

"Damn't more flood?" Johnson yelled

"No covenant a squad of elites look like zeolite class, and one with
an armor I've never seen before." Kiba reported

"Shikamaru see if you can get a better look." Kakashi said as the
sniper ran up and sighted in on them

"Yeah defiantly zeolites and one I have never seen either." Shikamaru
confirmed

"Well take down any sharp shooters first then start working the
zeolites." Kakashi said

"With pleasure." Was the reply as he scanned then not seeing any
snipers he fired taking the head off one of the zeolites. After that
he couldn't get a good shot because they had all taken cover.

Just then they felt the gondola come to a stop then they heard the
screech of the flood.

"Oh god it's them again." Karin cried in fear

"Damn't must be a check point." Johnson said looking around then
seeing a control panel a level up he pointed at it and said "up there
someone will have to find a way up and activate it."

"Naruto take your team up there with Shino to hack it and get back
here." Kakashi explained as a wave of flood came rushing toward
them

"Kiba, Choji open us up a door." Naruto yelled

"With pleasure." Kiba said as he unslung his grenade launcher and
began to fire all six shots right down the middle of the wave of



flood as Choji did the same. Once kiba shot all six shots and began
to reload as Choji stopped firing so that Naruto's team could rush
over and push up to the control pad.

Once they were out of sight another wave of flood came rushing toward
them kiba fired another six shots at the flood killing most of them
but the squads continued to fire as more came pouring out. Kiba took
a knee and saw Karin curled up into a ball in the corner with her
hands to her head.

'shit' he sighed to himself knowing she wasn't used to combat so this
was expected "hey Karin you alright?" he asked her as he opened up
his grenade launcher and dropped out the spent cases from the
grenades.

"we're gona die here." she cried as he saw some tears run down her
face

"No we won't die here, god can't let us die you know why?" Kiba asked
looking at her as he loaded fresh grenades into his launcher. She
just looked up at him as he takes off his helmet to look her in the
eyes. "Cause we are just too damn pretty for god to let us die.
Seriously look at this chiseled jaw." He said as he grabbed his jaw.
"and those pretty eyes" he said as he held her chin tilting her head
up to look at him and giving her a smile getting her to blush with a
weak chuckle and smile from her as he put his helmet back on "alright
you good now." he asked getting a nod "alright now take you weapon
and stick with me and you'll be fine" he said handing her her SMG and
then locking his launcher back into place so it was ready to fire. He
stood up with it ready to go.

"Hey that other gondola is coming up on us." Shikamaru yelled as he
fired another shot. At this Kiba swung around and opened up on the
other gondola with his grenade launcher covering it in explosions.
When he turned around he was eye to eye with a flood deformed elite
who was swinging its arm at him but just before it could finish him
it was mowed down by automatic fire. He looked over and saw Karin
still sitting down but with the SMG up and smoking.

She then gets up and looks at him "well guess someone has to watch
your back dog breath." She says fighting through the tears trying to
sound like here normal confidant self

"There you go four eyes, as long as we cover each other we'll get
through this." Kiba said as he put his arm around her shoulder and
shook her as he felt the gondola move then five black figures land
and roll in front of them. The one with an orange chest plate and
strip on his helmet stood up and looked over at Kiba with his arm
around Karin.

"What did I say about my hitting on my cousin?" naruto said

"Phffs whatever just celebrating the moment of your cuz getting her
combat cherry popped." Kiba said as he swung his arm off of her and
he began to reload his grenade launcher again.

"Alright as long as that is the only cherry being popped." Naruto
teased getting Karin to blush

"Whaâ€¦what? what I do is none of your business." Karin



stutters

"Yeah I know." Naruto says with a chuckle as he walks up to the front
of the gondola

Sakura walked up to Karin who was still trying to figure out what
just happened "hey don't worry about it he is just giving you shit.
Think of it as his way of welcoming you to the squad."

"Yeah I guess" she sighed "it's just he has changed so much since
last I saw him, yet a lot has stayed the same."

"Well you will have to tell us some of those stories when we get back
to the ship." Sakura said with a mischievous tone.

"Sakura you better not be trying to get dirt on me back there."
Naruto called back know she was.

"What? No never." She replied teasingly

"Get ready the end of the line is coming up." Johnson yelled as they
approached the end of the chasm.

Once they landed they were met with another wave of flood that was
taken care of easily. Once they got off the gondola the commander
looked around then pointed to marine squad leader and said "stay here
with two teams give my one."

"Jeffries take your team with the commander the rest of us stay
here." he said

"Kakashi spar us on of you teams I want more than one person with
experience against the flood with me." The commander said

"Yes ma'am" Kakashi said "Namikaze take your team and go with the
commander."

"Roger that." He said walking over to Johnson "let's hope it doesn't
turn out last time."

"We can only hope." Johnson replied

"Alright we will go find the index Kakashi take your team with Karin
to and get as much Intel as possible. Then meet back here in thirty."
The commander ordered

"Yes ma'am." Kakashi said as they broke off and headed down another
corridor and the commander went to find the index.

* * *

><p>Kakashi's team headed further and further down the corridors till
they ended up in a place that looked like it was filled with columns
and pillars covered in lights.<p>

"This is it" Karin said as everyone looked at her "this looks like an
information storage area."

"Shino you start here and try hacking it while I go to the other side
and work those ones" Karin said to the ever silent hacker who only



nodded and pulled out his hacking unit and got to work. She started
running down the halls

"Karin don't go running off." Kakashi yelled "ah she has more of her
cousin in her then she realizes." Kakashi sighed

"Don't worry I'll go watch her back." Kiba said as he ran after
her.

They had been at it for almost thirty minutes. "Hey Kiba, Karin we
gotta go back and link up with the everyone else" Kakashi yelled to
them

"Alright almost finished." Karin yelled "alright just get this
installed andâ€¦ there linked." She said outloud to her self

"Huh linked to what?" kiba asked

"This way it will continue to download to my lab on the ship even
while we are headed up to it." Karin said.

"Oh pretty smart." Kiba said

"Well I am genius you know." She said with arrogance

"Well we all have our own qualities, me I am good at making things go
boom." Kiba said with a chuckle "now we need to head back"

"Right" she said as she go up and headed over to the rest of the
squad

They started heading back up to the gondola Karin had her head down
looking at her data pad and was going over the information she had
just gotten. Just then they heard a roar from the front of the
corridor and plasma fire. The entire squad jumped to the sides of
corridor but Karin was grabbed by someone and thrown up against the
wall as the plasma hissed by them. She looked up and saw she was
looking into Kiba's polarized visor, just then she felt a rumble and
the vent they were standing on gave way and both of them fell through
it.

* * *

><p>Naruto and the commander's teams worked their way toward the
index with little resistance. Once they reached the right room the
commander told the marine squad to hold position at the door while
her Johnson and Naruto's team moved up.<p>

"Namikaze make a swipe of the room with your team I'll retrieve the
index." The commander said.

"Roger that." Naruto said as him and his team broke off into pairs
and moved around each side of the bottomless pit at the
center.

Naruto and Konohamaru made it about a quarter of the way around when
he noticed Keyes had retrieved the index and was being pulled up but
Johnson. He looked over at Konohamaru then nodded his head back as
the turned around they heard SMG fire coming from the commanders
position.



"Shit Sasuke Sakura move it sounds like we got company." Naruto
yelled over the radio.

_"Yeah we heard it but we are already on the other side of the pit."_
Sasuke called over the radio

"Alright just get over here." Naruto called back as him and
Konohamaru sprinted toward the commander. just then a massive cloaked
elite dropped right in front of the both of them knocking them over
and Konohamaru out cold as his helmet made contact with one of the
metal objects on the floor. Naruto's SMG had been knocked out of his
hands. He jumped up and took a swing at the invisible elite hitting
it square in the side of the face, dropping its cloak revealing the
elite with the armor he had never seen before. He came back around
with the other fist but it was caught by the massive creature and he
was picked up so he was eye level with it.

"Damn your ugly." Naruto snorted at the alien just then the commander
along with Sasuke and Sakura came around the corner with and fired on
the elite.

The elite then threw Naruto across the ground and skidding toward the
edge "shit shit shit." Naruto said as he rolled and skidded trying to
grab on to anything to stop himself but he flew off the side and all
they heard was him yelling "FUUUUUUUCK!" as he fell into the
abyss.

"NARUTOOOO!" Sakura yelled before she felt a force throw her forward
and then everything went black.

**END CHAPTER 6**

    7. The Escape

**CHAPTER 7 THE ESCAPE**

Naruto was in free fall down the bottomless pit. He reached out
trying to grab on to anything but as he reached out to grab a ledge
he was going too fast and couldn't get ahold of it.

"FOX ARE YOU EVEN AWAKE!" naruto yelled out loud.

"_Free falling fallingâ€¦._" Naruto heard the fox in a sing song
voice. _"oh whats going on? I was listening to some music"_

"Ah currently falling down a bottomless pit." Naruto said

_"And you didn't put a parachute on this time why?" _the fox
asked

"I go thrown down it jack ass." Naruto said as a tick mark formed on
his forehead

_"Well why did you go and do something like that?" _the fox
asked

"Just shut it can you unlock that fox form shit you did on the
Autumn?" naruto asked



"_Yeah but not for long."_ Fox said

"How about just focusing it into my arms like you do with my eyes?"
Naruto asked

_ "Yeah that should be fine."_ The fox said

"Alright do it." Naruto said as he pulled out his knives in each hand
and felt the power go to his arms and he stabbed his knives into the
metal walls and they slid down forming gashes down the wall as he
slowed down and eventually stopped. "holy shit it worked."

_"Yeah but seems the power leaked back into your eyes and I can't get
them back again for a while._" The fox said

"Don't worry about it I got my helmet on no one will notice and
beside I will need them like that if I am gonna survive this shitâ€¦
again." He replied

He looked up and saw something falling toward him. He looked over as
it passed and saw it was the elite that had thrown him down there.
"ha karmas a bitch ain't she." He yelled down to the elite.

Just then the elite was enveloped in a flash of yellow light. "damn
good thing we stopped when we did your we may have been disintegrated
like him." Naruto said with a hint of fear

"_That wasn't disintegration it was part of this rings teleportation
grid someone or something teleported him out of there."_ the fox
said

"Oh." Naruto replied "whatever let's just get back top side and get
out of here." Naruto said as he began to climb up the shaft."

* * *

><p>The two squads along with Keyes and Johnson had been captured and
were being pushed onto the gondola to leave. Naruto's team was pushed
was lead up to where the rest of the team was and they were all
pushed to their knees.<p>

Sasuke kneeled down next to Kakashi and whispered "what
happened?"

"We were stuck between them and the flood they told us to surrender
or get over run by the flood, lesser of two evils." Kakashi said "and
you?"

"Soon as we got the index that elite in the weird armor attacked
knocked out Johnson and engaged Naruto then he threw him over the
ledge that was the last thing I remember before I was knocked out
myself." Sasuke reported

Hinata overheard Sasuke 'oh no.' she gulped at the thought of losing
him

"But then again he is harder to kill then a damn cockroach so fifty
creds says he will link back up with us before this shit is through."
Sasuke said then looked around "what about Kiba and the egg



head."

"Don't know after the brutes hit us they just up and vanished."
Kakahsi said

"Kiba's not one to run from a fight." Sasuke said

"Yeah either Karin ran off and he followed or something else
happened." Kakashi said thinking about the worst case scenario

"No talking." One of the brutes yelled as he walked over to Sasuke
and ripped off his helmet and tossed it off the side.

"Removed their helmets I don't want them using any radios to
communicate with anyone" the largest brute said as the rest of the
brutes followed his orders and removed the helmets tossing them off
the side of the gondola.

* * *

><p>Karin began to stir as she wondered where she was, it wasn't her
rake and felt something on top of her. she then remembered she had
gone down to the ring world to investigate and her eyes shot open in
fear. She then saw what was on top of her it was a person in black
hell jumper armor dead or knocked out she wasn't sure. Then she
remembered what had happened he had grabbed her and threw her against
the wall and there was a loud explosion and then falling.<p>

"Kiba, kiba wake up." She said shaking him a bit hoping he was only
knocked out because she had no idea how to deal with this type of
situation. "damn't wake up" she said shaking him more as her fear
started to grow.

"Ah oh you know you like that." He said in a drowsy pervish tone.
Making Karin form a tick mark on her forehead

"Wake up damn't!" she yelled smacking his helmet getting him to wake
up

"Huh what?" he groaned as he looked around and then down to see he
was on top of her "Huh well guess dreams do come true." He said with
a chuckle causing her to blush slightly

"Whatever you were dreaming better stay in that dream now get off
me." She said trying to wiggle out from under him.

"Right right." He said as he pushed up off of her and looked around
"the hell are we?" he asked as he checked his SMG then looked over
and saw and walked over to his grenade launcher was on the floor
across the hall they were in

"Don't know last thing I remember is someone shooting then you
throwing me against the wall, then an explosion and falling." Karin
said as kiba looked around after checking his grenade launcher, then
spotting the vent they had fallen through

"Looks like we fell through here." he said as he looked up the shaft
"seems we are three floors down from where we fell through."

"So what now? we head back up and see if we can find everyone." She



asked

"One sec let me see something." Kiba said "ah shit."

"What?" Karin asked

"We've been out for an hour." Kiba replied

"What how do you know?" Karin asked

"My mission clock was at thirty minutes when we left that computer
room or whatever the hell it was now it's at hour forty five." Kiba
explained as he walked up the hall and found a door leading to a ramp
heading up.

"What does that mean?" Karin asked

"It means we were left they probably headed out thinking we were
dead. Can't blame them in this situation." Kiba replied

"What there has to be someone left." She asked

"One sec." kiba said as he put his hand to his radio and activated it
"anybody there?" he waited but got nothing but static "nothing the
compound must be messing with the comm."

"So what do we do?" she asked scared

"We get topside try to find a way back to the ship or try to call for
a ride." Kiba said as he started to walk up the ramp when his radio
buzzed.

"_Hey anyone there?" _came Naruto's voice from radio

"Holy shit Namikaze you're still here?" kiba asked and Karin's eyes
light up thinking they hadn't been left "who else is with you?"

"_No one I got separated from my teamâ€¦ again."_ He replied

"Should of known you always get separated." Kiba sighed

_"Not like its my choice."_ Naruto replied

"What ever where are you?" Kiba asked

_ "Oh you know just hanging around."_ Naruto replied kind jokingly
sarcastic

"Ok what ever where do you want to link up?" Kiba asked

_"How about the idex room think you can meet me there?"_ Naruto
asked

"Yeah we'll meet you there." Kiba said as he looked over at Karin
"well that crazy bastard is still around we are going to link up with
him at the index room and we will figure it out from
there."

"Alright at least that makes me feel a little better." Karin said as
she followed kiba up the ramps.



* * *

><p>"Well just got get to the top of this damn thing and meet up with
Kiba" Naruto sighed as he looked up to where he had originally
fallen<p>

"_Well you take care of that I'll take a nap_." The fox
said

"Whatever" Naruto said as he continued to climb up the wall

* * *

><p>Kiba and Karin had slowly made their way to the index room
without alerting anyone or anything to where they were. They entered
the large room that held the index. Kiba came in with his SMG at the
ready while Karin just followed behind him.<p>

"Where is he?" Karin asked

"Not sure." Kiba said staying low and continued his search he walked
over to the edge of the massive hole in the floor. Just as he began
to look over a hand gripping a knife swung up out of the hole and
stabbed into the floor, almost catching Kiba who fell back from
shock.

"Holy shit." Kiba yelled as he fell on his ass. Then he got back up
and ran over to see naruto pulling himself up. "da fuck Namikaze." He
said as he grabbed his hand and pulled him up.

"Thanks Kiba." Naruto said as he rolled out of the hole and pulled
off his helmet to get some freash air.

"_Yeah thanks dog breath we owe you one."_ The fox said as he
appeared on Naruto's shoulder.

"Ah Naruto where did you get that AI?" Karin's voice came from behind
Kiba as she walked around him "and what is wrong with your
eyes?"

'Ah shit.' Naruto sighed to himself "umâ€¦ wellâ€¦. I uh. Fox little
help."

"_Damnt why you dragging me into this?"_ the fox said looking over
from his shoulder

"Well she is wondering about you." He defended

"Ok just tell me what is going on I know you weren't given an AI only
one who has an AI for combat are Spartan teams." Karin
asked

"Alright fine I will tell you under the condition that you don't tell
any one about this especially ONI." Naruto said getting up and
getting eye to eye with her

She retracted a bit looking into his demonic looking eyes. "wwwhy?
She stuttered



"Because they would want to experiment or dissect me and see how this
guy ticks." Naruto explained "I have worked hard at keeping him under
wraps even had to convince Cortana and the Chief not to rat on
me."

"Well we are blood and the only family we have left, I wouldn't do
anything that would lead to that happening to you." Karin said
getting a little offended that he thought she would.

"Swear you won't tell anyone." He said in a stern tone

"I swear I won't tell anyone." Karin said seeing his
seriousness

"Alright this guy here." naruto began pointing at the AI on his
shoulder

_"Hello"_ the fox said waving at her

"He is a forerunner AI" Naruto said at this Karin's eyes
bulged

"He's a what?" she yelled in disbelief

"A forerunner AI" Naruto repeated

"Did you know about this?" Karin asked looking at Kiba

"Everyone in the squad does." Kiba said as he crossed his arms "and
it's the squad secret like a team mascot even though he did almost
kill us once" Kiba said the last part under his breath

"Kiba ixna on the ilkaa." Naruto said

"What do you mean he almost killed you?" Karin said
exasperatedly

"Damnt." Naruto sighed "it's not important, but he kinda took over my
body and tried to full fill his old programing and destroy
everything." He said the last part hastily under his breath

_"Ok now this is just getting annoying let's just shoot her and say
the flood got her."_ the fox said as he held the bridge of his nose
and shook his head. This got a scared look from Karin

"No we aren't going to kill her." Naruto said to the fox "don't
listen to him he can be a jackass."

_"Just remember I am based off of you."_ The fox said as they heard
the scream of the flood then gun fire.

"Well you know what just tell her everything when we get back to the
ship. We gotta get out of here." Naruto said as he put his helmet
back on

"Wait that was gun fire that means its marines, right?" Karin asked
getting both Kiba and Naruto to just look at her

"Thing is the flood know how to use weapons as well as long as they
have ammo in them." Naruto said "so that might be marines, or it is



marines turned into flood, so yeah marines."

"Ah great." Karin said

"Well let's move." Naruto said as he started moving toward the exit
followed close by kiba

"Hey wait for me." Karin said running to catch up with them.

Naruto moved up slowly toward the gondola. He turned a corner and ran
smack into a marine. He punched the marine in the gut and brought his
gun up to the marines head.

"STAND DOWN!" a voice came from behind the marine that was when
Naruto noticed the marine was not infected.

"Oh shit my bad." Naruto said as he helped the marine up and got a
better look at the marine and saw brown eyes and black hair and he
was holding a shotgun. "wait you're the boot I tossed that shotgun
too."

"Ah oh yeah and thanks for that but not for the gut check." The
marine said out of breath as he stood back up

"Who you with trooper." Came the marine from behind the
marines.

"Special teams we came in with the commander to get the index."
Naruto said

"Alright well good to have you shit went to hell after we lost
contact with the commander what happened!" the massive marine came to
the front. He stood two heads taller than naruto, had blonde hair
sticking out from under his helmet, and he was wearing the rank of a
first lieutenant.

"No idea I was tossed down a big ass hole by some elite in armor I
ain't ever seen before." Naruto reported not liking having to be
around an officer.

"Alright any idea how we get out of here?." the LT asked "we came in
from the cliff face and been running around this damn maze for the
past hour."

"Yeah there is a gondola up a bit further." Naruto said

"Alright we'll let you take lead on this." The LT said getting a
confused look from naruto that an officer let an enlisted take the
lead "names Surge" he said extending his hand and naruto took it and
shook it "And these two are Ketchum and Oak the others are just some
straggalers we picked up along the way." he said gesturing to the
guys behind him

"Namikaze, and that is Kiba and Karin." Naruto said pointing over his
shoulder

"Wait." Surge said

'Here it comes my dad's name gets me again.' Naruto sighed getting
ready for it



"You two were on the first halo right?" Surge asked shocking naruto a
bit

"Yeah we were." Naruto replied

"Ah good to have someone who has some experience with this shit. Now
lets head up to that gondola." Surge said

"Right" naruto said as he turned toward where the gondola was and
started heading toward it.

As they got closer they began to hear gun fire. Once they exited the
hallways they say a group of four helljumpers on the gondola trying
to get it to go while also firing at a group of flood that was trying
to rush them.

"Contact right." Naruto yelled out " get moving that is our one way
out of this hell hole." He yelled as they rushed the gondola.

"Oh bout time we got some back up." The helljumper said as Naruto and
the marines ran up

"Alright whats the situation?" naruto asked as he fired at the
incoming flood.

"We got to here we know this thing can take us across but we just
don't know how." The helljumper said just then there was a giant
flame that engulfed the closest flood. Naruto looked over and say a
helljumper holding a flame thrower with a fuel pack for it on his
back, and his helmet visor was panted to look like a mouth with sharp
rows of teeth. (think of the flame unit guy from red vs. blue season
9)

"Damn haven't seen a flame unit since harvest." Naruto said

"Yeah whatever any idea how to get this thing moving?" the helljumper
asked

"Yeah one sec." Naruto said as he ran up to the control panel and
placed his hand on it as the fox activated the gondola. Everyone got
on as they held off the flood.

"Thanks for the save back there." the helljumper said as he shook
Naruto's hand "Names Laxus, that's Gajeel" pointing at a guy that had
a large build and stood a head taller than Naruto, "our medic wendy,"
Pointing over to a small girl maybe about eighteen going over to the
flame unit guy to make sure he was ok. "and flame brain over there is
Natsu we are what remains of Dragon company."

"Namikaze that's Kiba and that's Karin we were part of the commanders
recovery team. As for them we ran into them on the way here." naruto
explained pointing over to Surge who was coming up with the marine
from the group that linked up with him

"Names Surge that's Ketchum and Oak with Papa company." Surge
said

"Names Gray that's Romeo, the one with the radio on her back is Lucy,
and our medic Levy. We are what's left of Fairy company" Gray said as



the gondola started to come to a stop "what why is it stopping?" he
asked with concern

"It's a check point we gotta hit that button up there I need one team
of close quarter guys" naruto said as he looked around "Ketchum Natsu
on me." He said as Ketchum ran up to him with out question.

"Who the hell is this guy ordering me around and shit?" Natsu said
complained as they drew closer to the dock

"I'm the bastard that has survived this shit once before me and Kiba
over there were on the first halo ring now if you want to get out of
this hell hole follow me." Naruto said with venom at this the other
helljumpers got a look of shock behind their helmets

"Alright I'll go as long as I get to burn whatever the hell these
things are." Natsu sighed trying to play it cool

"Good, now Kiba a door would be greatly appreciated." Naruto said
looking over at him

"Got it" he said as he leveled his grenade launcher as the gondola
came to a stop. He fired on the wave of flood coming at them as well
as everyone else. The moment it was clear Naruto Ketchum and Natsu
shot off the gondola and disappeared.

The group on the gondola relaxed for a moment looking at each other
Wendy looked over at Romeo who was standing next to her and saw he
was bleeding from the arm. "you're hurt let me see that." She said as
she grabbed his arm and pulled out a bandage to wrap it up.

"Oh must of fell off in the rush" he said as he looked over at her as
she patched him up "thanks"

"Geez this is worse than any nightmare I could imagine." Lucy
sighed

"You think this is bad think of me and Namikaze, we have to relive
this shit." Kiba said as he reloads his grenade launcher.

"Yeah but you guys know what to expect." Levy said just then an
infected elite landed behind her she turned just to see as it reached
for her. her eyes bulged as it was ripped apart from an SMG. She
looked over and saw that the helljumper named Gajeel was holding a
smoking SMG "th-thanks" she stuttered

"If you get infected then that is just another person I gotta kill
and I don't want to kill any more people even if they are whatever
the hell these things are." Gajeel said with a hint of sadness that
levy picked up on and placed a comforting hand on his arm. Just then
the gondola lurched forward as three people landed on the
gondola.

"Wowo that is always fun." Naruto yelled with glee

"You can say that again. That was great." Natsu said with
excitement

"Great Namikaze found a friend just as crazy as he is." Kiba
sighed



After a few minutes they started to reach the end. Naruto was
scanning the area ahead but didn't see anything. As they docked they
moved off the gondola weapons up ready to be attacked.

"Lucy you getting anything on comm?" gray called back

"Negative just static." She called back

"Alright be on alert they could rush us any time." naruto said as
they began to walk out of the massive doors. As they came out of the
doors they began to hear machine gun fire. Naruto looked over to his
right and saw a downed pelican and saw gun fire coming from the back
of it.

"Looks like that downed pelican still has some one alive in it we
could fix it up enough to get back to the ship or it will at least
have a working radio." Naruto said

"How the hell do you suggest we fix a pelican? none of us are
mechanics." Kiba asked

"How do you think I got from the bunker to the Autumn?" naruto
replied in a sarcastic tone and a hidden smirk.

"Besides I know a thing or two about mechanics." Gajeel chimed
in

"Alright let's move." Naruto said as he sprinted off towards the
pelican followed closely by Ketchum. Naruto and ketchem reached the
pelican first and came around the side to find a women with orangeish
red hair at the rear turret firing crazily at the group of flood.
Just then a flood marine jumped to her side. She saw this and began
to shy away when it was blown out of the sky buy a shotgun. She
looked over and saw Ketchum with the shotgun as naruto fired his SMG
just then the rest of the squad came up and helped clear out the
flood.

"Thanks for the save." She said looking at Ketchum who just
nodded

"Whats the situation?" Naruto asked.

"Something is wrong with the right thruster, it took a hit on my way
out and my copilot was injured on the landing." She said motioning to
her blue haired copilot out cold on the ground "names Lieutenant
Waterflower. But everyone calls me misty"

"Very well Gajeel on me lets go see what's wrong Lucy check the
radio. Docs check on the copilot" Naruto ordered as he went over to
the thruster. Everyone began to form a perimeter around the pelican
as everyone went and did what they needed to do.

Naruto got up on the thruster and had fox do a check to find the
problem. Once he found out him and Gajeel fixed it and he told misty
to try it and the engine fired up. Once everyone loaded up Naruto
walked to the cockpit.

"Whats it looking like in here?" Naruto asked



"We have seventy percent power to that thruster but it is fading, but
it should be enough to limp back to the ship." Misty said

"Good that is all we need." Naruto said

"But I need a copilot." She replied

"Alright." Naruto said as he walked over to the copilots seat.

"You can pilot a pelican?" Misty asked

"Did it once." Naruto said with a chuckle

"Oh hell no don't let that fucker fly he is crazy enough as it is in
a warthog." Kiba yelled

"Calm down you haven't died yet from my driving have you?" Naruto
said as the pelican lifted off the ground

"Key word YET." Kiba yelled as they took off toward the ship.

"Well this just gives me another chance to get to that YET." Naruto
chuckled

* * *

><p>After an hour of flight they started to approach the
ship.<p>

"In Amber Clad this is dropship 294 requesting permission to dock."
Misty said into the radio but got no replie

"I say again this is dropshipâ€¦" she began again when an explsion
ripped out from the haul of the ship

"What the hell was that?!" Misty yelled as another explosion ripped
out from the ship. "is it covenant?"

"No worse the flood have taken the ship." Naruto said.

**END CHAPTER 7**

A/N alright added some guys from different animes what do you guys
think ya or na. cause I can always have them break off later if need
be.

    8. No Way Home

**CHAPTER 8 NO WAY HOME**

Naruto looked at the burning _In Amber Clad _and just by looking at
it he knew the flood had gotten to it.

"The fuck is happening" the pilot Misty asked in shock "did the
covenant attack

"No it's goddamn flood" Naruto said

"What did you say flood?" Kiba called from the back



"Yeah they have taken over the ship." Naruto said

"How do you know it's the flood and not the covenant?" Surge called
out.

"If it was the covies they would have just blown it out the sky but
the flood want to escape so they want it intact to get to earth and
everywhere else." Naruto explained

"We can't let that happen" surge called up

"Your right." Naruto said as he thought of a plan when the radio
crackled to life

"_Pelican 294 do you read?" _the radio crackled

"Yes this is Pelican 294, who is this." Misty asked

_"This is the bridge, the ship is over run and we are holed up in the
bridge Cole protocol has been put in place but we are trapped in the
bridge."_ the radio replied

"Roger that we are coming to get you, hold till we get there." Naruto
cut in

_"Roger that thank you."_ The radio replied

"We can't get to them we shouldn't even dock." Misty said

"You said yourself we are limping if we head back we will crash, we
need a new bird, and if the flood get to them they will learn
everything the know and I don't want to chance it if they know where
earth is." Naruto said

"Also I want to get to my lab and get the information I sent up from
the library." Karin replied

"Alright L.T. you and the Marines are in charge of getting us new
transport with the pilot here, kiba you take the helljumpers and
Karin to her lab, flame brain your with me we are going to get those
squids out of the bridge, and docs stay with the copilot she will
need you more" Naruto ordered

"Sounds good" Surge said

"Babysitting again?" Kiba said in a teasing tone

"Oh what don't like my company?" Karin replied teasing back

"Alright enough with the flirting you two, and just get ready."
Naruto called back causing Karin to blush a little, as they
approached the hanger.

The doors to the hanger opened and they docked naruto jumped out of
the copilots' seat and brought his SMG up as the doors opened and
revealed a horde of flood that was ripped apart with gun fire and
burned by Natsu's flame thrower. They all rushed out and made a
perimeter around the back of the pelican.



"Alright everyone knows their job so go to it." Naruto yelled as
everyone broke apart to do their job.

Naruto and Natsu started running toward the bridge while kiba and the
rest of the helljumpers headed to Karin's lab, and Surge lead the
marines to find a new pelican. Wendy and Levy tried to pick up the
copilot as gray walked up and threw her over his shoulder into the
fireman carry and said "let's go" they just nodded and started to
follow the rest of the Marines to find a new pelican.

Naruto was in front of Natsu as they worked their way up to the
bridge while Natsu burned anything that tried to come up behind them.
Once they made it to the bridge they saw it the enterance to the
bridge was sealed and the flood were trying to claw their way through
the steel doors with with no success. Naruto looks over at Natsu who
sees what going on and says "lets burn them"

"Thought you'd never ask." Natsu says as he levels his flame thrower
at the flood

Natsu starts on the left and Naruto holds up his right arm and flames
begin to spit out of his arm guard and they burned the flood that
where in their way.

"Where the hell did you get that?" Natsu asked with excitement about
Naruto's arm flame thrower

"Let's just say having friends in ONI pays off." Naruto responded as
he stepped over the burnt flood to get to the doors

"Dude you gotta hook me up with one of those." Natsu said with a
childish tone

"Well I'll have to find my buddy first and that is if he isn't dead
or a flood" Naruto said as he hit the com at the door "Wey it's the
cavalry we're here to get you out." At that the doors opened and
Naruto was staring done the barrel of an SMG "wowowowo. Hold up hold
up friendlies." Naruto said as the SMG lowered

"Sorry just never know." The blonde with the SMG said naruto looked
back and saw a red head with a strange birth mark on his forehead and
a man with brown hair.

The red head walked up and held out his hand "first officer
Gaara"

"Corporal Namikaze" naruto said

"These are my siblings Temari and Kankuro" Gaara introduced

"Didn't think siblings would generally be put in the same unit
together?" Naruto said

"Our father pulled some string to get us together, and we are the
best bridge crew there is." Gaara said getting defensive

"Of course family ties" naruto sighed to himself but loud enough for
them hear

"Look who's talking Namikaze is one of our top generals." Temari shot



back

"And you notice I got chevrons not bars on my collar." Naruto
said

"We don't have time for this we need to get out of here" Gaara cut in
silencing his sister before she could shoot back "we can argue
enlisted vs officer when we are off the ship." He said looking at her
then turned to Naruto "do you have a way off the ship."

"I have a team procuring a new pelican the one we had was to damaged
we barely got here." Naruto said

"Good we will go and link up with them and get out of here." Gaara
said

"But first we have to make sure this ship is of no use to the flood
and they can't get back to earth." Naruto said looking at them as he
walked up to one of the counsels

"What do you mean so they can't get to earth I destroyed the nav
computer they won't be able to get to it" Temari said

"The covenant didn't have our nav computer and they still found us."
Naruto said as he looked over the counsel

"But they had been hunting us down for tweâ€¦" Temari started but was
cut off

"Where do you think they got the location of earth? Cause when they
came they weren't expecting us to be there cause if they had they
would of brought that fleet that just came into the sector." Naruto
said getting everyone to stop and think about it "I'll tell you they
got it from the forerunner's, the bastards who made this ring and the
others, and the flood have been around the forerunner knowledge a lot
longer they know everything I am sure the only difference between
them and covies is they couldn't hunt us down."

At this everybody got a look of realization on their faces "so what
do you suggest?" Gaara was the first to speak up.

"Can we self-destruct it like we did with the _Autumn_?" Naruto
asked

"Negative only the captain can do that she is the only one with the
codes that are linked into her neural implant." Gaara said walking
over next to Naruto

"Alright plan B than." Naruto said

"Kind of scared to ask but what's plan B?" Kankuro asked

"We crash this ton of fun into that covenant space station or
whatever the hell that thing is, delivering a nasty surprise to
them." Naruto said

"Sounds good to me." Natsu chimed in

"But what if the flood take over like they did here? and that will
leave us stranded here." Temari asked



"It's not the best plan but it's all we got for now and time is
running short, and would you rather be stranded or let the flood get
back to earth." Naruto said

"Very well Temari set the slip drive and plug in the coordinates for
that space station." Gaara said in a tone that didn't leave room for
question

"Aye aye sir" Temari said as she walked over to the control
counsel.

* * *

><p>Kiba and the rest of the rest of the recovery team were in a
tight formation around Karin as they made their way down to her
lab.<p>

"Alright just down this hall and to the right and we will be at my
lab." Karin said as Kiba rounded the corner but stopped and stepped
back making everyone stop behind him

"We got a group of flood around the corner in front of the lab." Kiba
said

"Alright on three we each throw a grenade and swing out and on line
and mow them down." Laxus said as everyone pulled out a grenade and
prepped it. "three, two, one." Laxus counted down as they tossed the
grenades around the corner. Once they heard the boom of the grenades
they swung around the corner and opened fire tearing apart the flood,
and clearing a path to the lab.

"Move" Kiba yelled as they ran toward the lab once they made it there
they opened the door and closed it again once they were in.

"Alright hurry up and get what you need we need to get out of here
before any more of those fuckers get back" Laxus yelled as he stood
at the door ready to move while Karin went to her computer.

"Alright looks like everything got transferred over now I just got
get the harddrive and we should be good." She said as she began to
type on the computer.

"How long?" Kiba said as he looked around the rest of the lab making
sure there wasn't any threats.

"Two minutes to back everything up on to the hard drive and then pull
it out." Karin said as she continued to type.

* * *

><p>Gray and the rest of the marines along with both docs and the
pilot ran through the hanger bays looking for a new pelican. The
copilot was over his shoulders still out cold. After running through
a number of hangers they finally found a workable
pelican.<p>

"Arlight cover me I'll go see if I can get this thing running." Misty
said as she ran to the pelican



"Hold on let me go first." Ash said as he grabbed her and brought his
shotgun to his shoulder and entered the back of the pelican first.
"alright its clear." He said as he exited the pelican and Misty
entered and headed to the cockpit as the marines stood outside ready
to fight. Then they heard the engines.

"Everything is green we are good to go." Misty said as Gray walked
into the Pelican and set the copilot down as she started to stir and
open her eyes

"Hey doc the copilots up." Gray called over as her eyes
opened

"W-who are you?" the copilot asked

"Names Gray how about you?" Gray asked

"JJuvia" she stuttered and blushed looking up at him as Levy kneeled
down next to her

"How are you feeling." Levy asked

"Juvia's head is spinning a bit but Juvia is fine." Juvia
said

"Alright I just am going to have you stay down till your speech
returns to normal." Levy said

"Oh don't worry about that she has always talking in the third
person." Misty said as Juvia sat up

"Alright get up here and help me with this." Misty called to
Juvia

"Alright" she said as she got up with the help of Gray as she blushed
at his help and walked over to the cockpit

"Alright we're all good and ready to fly." Misty called back

"Ok good" Surge said as he hit his radio "Namikaze, Laxus the bird is
ready to go get your asses back here."

"_Roger that we are almost done here and will be down shortly."_ Came
Naruto's voice

"_Same here we just got done and are on our way back now"_ Laxus
replied

* * *

><p>On the bridge Temari was setting the ship to crash into covenant
fortress.<p>

"Alright we're all set we have five minutes before the ship goes into
slip space." Temari said

"Ok good." Naruto said as he turned to his radio again "alright keep
those engines hot we got less than five minutes before this ship is
crashing into that flying fortress the covenant brought with
them."



_"Of course you would pull something like that, always destruction on
an epic scale around you."_ He heard Kiba's voice

"Yeah yeah you on at the bird yet?" Naruto responded

_"Thirty seconds out."_ Kiba replied

"Alright we are headed down now." Naruto said just then he heard the
scream of the flood coming up the hall way "ah hell" he said as he
ran over to Natsu at the door with the bridge crew right behind
them

"Little bastards are relentless." Natsu said as he went out into the
hall and opened up with his flame thrower, while Naruto swung around
next to him with his SMG and they started to move forward.

They moved down the halls headed toward the hangers when the ship
rocked from an explosion knocking them down and the hallway in front
of them collapsed.

"NO, NO NO SHIT!" Naruto yelled as he got up and saw the obstacle in
front of them "damn't we can't get around this in time." Naruto said
as he checked his clock

"Hey go without us we will find another way down we are blocked and
won't be able to make it in time." Naruto said into the radio

* * *

><p>"What no we aren't leaving without you." Surge said as Kiba and
his team made it to the pelican.<p>

"Leave without who?" Kiba asked as he overheard Surge

"Namikaze, he says he is blocked and won't be able to make it. He is
saying to go without him." Surge explained

"Then what are we waiting for lets go." Kiba said getting a look of
confusion and anger from the giant of a man.

"You would just leave someone from you team like that." Surge said
ready to rip the Helljumpers head off

"No never but this is Namikaze we're talking about he is one of the
last remaining 9th fox's" Kiba said with some pride getting Surge to
look at him in shock. "In the time I have worked with him he has made
it through the worst situations that no one should of lived through
yet he always comes out somehow if he says he can handle it, I trust
he can handle it."

"Alright, Waterflower lets go." Surge said reluctantly

"Butâ€¦" she began to protest

"You heard me he said he is good on his own now we need to get out of
here." Surge said in a tone the didn't leave room for
argument.

"Roger" she said as she took off and headed out of the hanger bay and



back toward the ring world

* * *

><p>"Alright now what do we do?" Natsu asked<p>

'Fox there any escape pods nearby?' Naruto asked the AI

_"One minute."_ Fox said as he tapped into the ships systems. _"yes
there are a few left I am putting it on your HUD if we hurry we can
make it."_

'What would I do with out you?' naruto said as the arrow appeared on
his HUD

"You would already be dead." The Fox scoffed

'Probably.' Naruto said to the Fox as he turned to the rest of his
group "this way." he said and started running down the hall.

After a few turns and stair ways they were coming up on the escape
pods. When they rounded the corner they saw a group of flood
surrounding the escape pods bay

"Shit!" naruto said as he swung his SMG up along with Natsu's flame
thrower and they opened up on the flood forcing them back so they
could get to the pod. Once inside Natsu stayed at the door holding
them off as Naruto and Gaara ran to the controls

"You know how to pilot one of these things?" Gaara asked seeing
Naruto strap into the pilots seat

"Simple just get to the ground right?" Naruto replied

"Let me pilot I was a pilot before I was transferred to the _Amber_"
Gaara said at this Naruto got out of his seat and went to the back of
the shuttle to help.

"Will you hurry up I am almoâ€¦ shit" Natsu yelled as his flame
thrower died once it did he realesed the straps that held the pack to
his back and tossed it to the side and drew his pistol from his leg
and began to fire at the oncoming flood as Temari and Kankuro got up
with their SMG's and began to fire as well. Just then the doors slide
shut.

"Sit down and buckle up this is going to be a rough ride" Gaara said
as everyone sat down and strapped in. At that the pod shot out of the
ship and they rocketed away from the ship as it entered slip
space.

**END CHAPTER 8**

    9. Unexpected Allies

**CHAPTER 9 UNEXPECTED ALLIES**

The escape pod rocked as they pushed through the atmosphere of the
ring world and plummeted towards its surface.



"Feels like we are falling pretty fast." Naruto called up to Gaara in
the pilot's seat

"That's because the entry thrusters aren't responding." Gaara said as
he hit buttons and switches to get the thrusters to respond "if they
don't fire we'll be splattered across the entire valley down
there."

"You know you're supposed to lie to us about shit like that." Natsu
called out "you know say everything is under control so we die with
some peace of mind."

'Hey fox.' Naruto said in his head

"_Already on it."_ The fox said as he worked on fixing the problem
with the thrusters. Just then the thrusters kicked in.

"Alright we're good the thrusters finally decided to respond." Gaara
called back.

"That's military hardware for ya won't work for no reason then start
working for no reason." Natsu laughed.

"Hang on its gona be rough." Gaara called back

"Well it was nice knowing you all see you on the other side." Natsu
yelled as they impacted the ground throwing them hard against their
restraints

"If you ain't dead sound off." Naruto called out and got an
assortment of moans from everyone.

"Anyone else see blue flying cat?" Natsu asked "and why is it saying
'aye sir'?"

"Good enough, and next time I drive." He said as he undid his harness
and headed toward the exit.

"Agreed." Natsu said as he shook his head and got out of his seat as
well.

"Well youâ€¦." Temari began to defend her brothers flying but moaned
in pain "you know what, too much pain to argue." She said as the
three of them got out as well with a bit of a limp

Once they exited the escape pod the three siblings saw the two hell
jumpers were already checking over their emergency supplies

"How can you guys walk away from something like this without feeling
it?" Kankuro said as he rubbed his shoulders

"Unlike you squids, we're hell jumpers dropping through atmo and
hitting the ground hard is what we do." Natsu said trying to sound
impressive

"And the fact our armor took most the shock." Naruto cut in, as he
pulled a battle rifle and assault rifle out of the emergency gear,
and tossed the assault rifle to Natsu and slung the battle rifle over
his back.



"Damn come on man gotta make us sound as badass as we can." Natsu
complained

"Just being helljumpers makes us badass." Naruto said as he walked
over to the group.

"Alright what's the plan." Kankuro asked

'Hey fox any idea what we should do?' Naruto asked the fox

_"Well we should get to the control room to prevent them from
activating the ring." _Fox replied "_That might be a good idea. don't
you think?"_

'Right. Almost forgot about that.' Naruto replied to the fox

_"How? It should be the top priority, you know what I should expect
this by now."_ the fox sighed

"Alright we need to get to the control room." Naruto said to the
group

"Why?" asked Kankuro

"So we can prevent the ring from firing killing not only us be
everyone else in the galaxy." Gaara explained just to get a confused
look from everyone but Naruto "what was I the only one who read the
briefing." He asked with shocked eyes

"I glanced over it." Kankuro and Temari both replied

"Yeah I'm a ground pounder low on the totem don't have access to that
stuff, I was just warned about the flood." Natsu replied

"Alright any of you good with radios?" Naruto asked looking over at
the three officers

"Yeah I was communications before I was sent to _In Amber Clad"_
Temari said

"Good here." Naruto said tossing her an emergency radio "try to
contact any one around and tell them the plan, and see if they can
give us a ride." Naruto said

"Alright, well lead on Namikaze." Gaara said looking over at
Naruto

"Right." Naruto said as he turned around before he realized he had no
idea where he was. 'ah fox'

"_Oh this is good, and I ain't helping." _Fox chuckled

'Oh come on.' Naruto complained but got no response 'fine don't need
your help anyway.'

"Alright lets go." Naruto said as he started to walk away from the
group

"_Try a one eighty."_ The fox said with a chuckle



"Never mind this way." Naruto said as he turned on his heels and
walked in the exact opposite way he had been going

* * *

><p>"You picking up anyone?" Surge asked to Lucy who was messing with
the radio<p>

"Negative." She replied

After they made it off _In Amber Clad_ they landed in the thick
forest and made a quick patrol base using the pelican as the command
post.

"Alright keep trying" Surge sighed "we can't be the only ones who are
still alive."

"Well Namikaze is still kicking takes more than an exploding ship to
take him down." Kiba chuckled "hell somehow he made it off the Autumn
before it blew and took out the first ring."

"Same for Salamander he me be a pain in the ass and an idiot but he
is hard to kill." Gajeel replied

The others looked at them with a bit of sorrow at their belief in
their friends being able to survive such an explosion.

"Hey think I got something." Lucy said getting everyone's attention
"yeah looks like we have some survivors to ourâ€¦" she stopped trying
to get a direction of north and south but this ring not having either
she just pointed in the direction "that way."

"Do you know who it is, and how far they are?" Kiba asked

"About an hour's flight, and the tag says Uchiha, there are others
but I can't make them out." Lucy said

"Alright that is my squad, their alive." Kiba barked with
excitement

"Alright as soon as Gray's team gets back from patrol we will head
out." Surge said as everyone began to pack up.

* * *

><p>Naruto and his collection of survivors were working their way
throw the thick jungle valley towards the control room. With Naruto
in front and Natsu taking up the rear, both moving silently from
their experience with stealth in a combat zone while the three Naval
officers where snapping twigs and branches as they went, getting on
the nerves of both hell jumpers.<p>

'Damn't I hate Navy. Can't be the least bit quite.' Thought Naruto as
he made his way through the brush, till he spotted something and
threw up his hand to make the group behind him stop.

"Natsu move up to me." Naruto said over his radio when Gaara moved to
see what was going on as well

"What is it?" Gaara whispered



"Got some brutes outside this compound." Naruto said as Natsu walked
up.

"What's the plan?" Natsu asked looking down at the brutes

"Alright Gaara you and you crew stay here till we call for you."
Naruto said only to get a nod from the red head "Natsu I need you to
flank right once you get in position radio me and I will start
picking them off with the battle rifle then you swing up and take
them down."

"Got it." Natsu said as he started to move down towards the brutes
and Gaara walked back to his siblings.

Naruto moved around the hill to find the best angle when he noticed
that the brutes where in a circle around something. When one of the
brutes moved he saw a group of four elites in black spec ops armor on
their knees with their hands tied behind their backs.

'The fuck?' Naruto thought in confusion 'why do they have elites tied
up like that?'

"_Brutes and elites have had a blood feud pretty much since the
formation of the covenant. They hate each other but the common goal
of the 'great journey' has kept them allies."_ The fox explained
"_Looks like the brutes have finally made their move for
power"_

'Well that's interesting' Naruto thought as he watched as a brute
brought up its red plasma rifle to the back of the largest elites
head. Just then Naruto fired a round that passed through the
executioners' head. At that the rest of the brutes turned and began
to fire up at Naruto who began to fire picking them off till they got
to cover, and continued to fire up at him. But all of a sudden bursts
from Natsu's assault rifle ripped into a brute getting the others to
try to move but were also taken down by Naruto.

"Natsu hold fire on those elites." Naruto called over the radio as he
watched as Natsu walked over to them and pull out his
pistol.

"_Roger that, and what the hell happened to warning me when you were
gona open up?"_ Natsu called as he holstered his pistol

"sorry couldn't wait, knew you would be able to adapt." Naruto said
as he went back and got Gaara and his siblings and went down the hill
towards Natsu and the elites.

"So what do you want to do with them?" Natsu asked "cause I say we
just kill them."

"Just do it already and get it done with." One of the elites
roared

"Alright." Natsu said as he pulled out his pistol

"Stand down." Naruto said as he put his hand on Natsu's
shoulder



"Butâ€¦" Natsu began but just got a stare down that even with his
helmet on Natsu could tell Naruto wasn't playing around, that made
him holster his pistol "fine waste of ammo any way." Naruto then
turned toward the elite

"Why should I kill you?" he asked as he squatted down to the elite's
eye level.

"Not that you know anything about it, human, but our honor has been
shamed from the betrayal of the prophets and their brutes." The elite
said

"What if I say I am willing to help you regain that lost honor?"
Naruto said getting a confused look from not only the elites but his
own group as well

"Namikaze what are you suggesting?" Temari said in confusion

"I am saying we could use their help against the Brutes and prevent
this ring from firing." Naruto said looking back at the elite "now
your prophets have lied to you this ring won't take you on the great
journey, it was developed to destroy all life in the galaxy to starve
out the flood, this is why we are going to prevent that from
happening"

"The prophets have betrayed us we cannot believe anything they have
said. But you are our enemy how do we know this isn't a trick?" the
elite said

"Alright you don't like us and I sure as fuck don't like you, but we
have a common enemy right now, the brutes, you can trust me when I
say I hate them a whole lot more then I hate you. So enemy of my
enemy is my friend" Naruto said as he took off his helmet to look the
elite in the eye. "so I let you out of those binds and we help each
other kill these bastards. Deal?" Naruto said sternly looking the
elite dead in the eye

"Deal." The elite said starring right back at him with cold
eyes

"Good." Said Naruto as he put on his helmet and pulled out his knife
and walked behind the elite and cut the rope that was binding him.
The elite stood over a head taller than any of them and Naruto went
and freed the rest of the elites who all stood up and walked over to
their leader who was the first one to be freed, and began to talk in
their own language. As Naruto walked back over to the officers and
Natsu

"You sure about this?" Natsu whispered

"Seventy five percent." Naruto shrugged

"Well better odds then we normally have." Natsu chuckled

"The hell are you thinking you can't trust them." Temari whispered in
a scolding tone

"I don't" Naruto said as he tightened his grip on his SMG at this
Natsu understood and tensed ready in case the elites turned on them
as they watched them cautiously. Just then the elite turned toward



them and walked over

"Very well we will agree to this temporary truce, let us hunt down
those mongrels." The leader said

"What and you didn't agree with it before?" Gaara asked

"I had to convince the others you were sincere and from what I saw,
you do have some understanding of honor and allowing us to reclaim
ours goes far with them, as well as the life debt we owe you" The
elite said looking straight at Naruto and seeing some explanation was
in order "you saved us and then spared us our lives even though we
are your enemies, so our lives belong to you till we can repay that
debt."

"Very well just get me and any other humans off this ring and back to
earth and we will call it even." Naruto said looking back at him and
only got a nod. "Alright name's Namikaze" he said holding out his
hand. The elite looked at it for a second then took it in his own
massive hand

"Zhoe" the elite said "this is Chi ho, Kahan, and Yuuha"

"Well then let's head to the control room then." Naruto said
indicating for the elites to lead.

The elites turned around and picked up weapons from the dead brutes
then headed into a door in the side of the cliff face

"I still don't trust them." Kankuro said to Naruto

"And I don't trust officers yet I'm still working with you." Naruto
chuckled as he followed the elites into cliff face.

With no resistance they made it through the compound and found
themselves looking out over a cliff at a giant lake with a massive
building in it.

"Well there is the control room. As you call it." Zhoe said

"Damn the last one was just in an iced covered valley." Naruto sighed
at it not being easy to get to as the last one. At this the elites
stared at him.

"You were with the demon on the first halo?" Zhoe asked

"Yeah almost killed me to." Naruto chuckled then looked over at them
"that a problem?"

"No of the humans we thought only the demon made it off." Zhoe
asked

"Well me and my whole squad made it off." Naruto said getting a small
lock of shock from the elites when he noticed another elite standing
at the edge of the cliff. Just then he realized who it was. It was
the same elite that had thrown him down the pit. "Son of a bitch." He
said as everyone looked over at where he was looking and saw the
Arbiter.

"Arbiter." Zhoe called out as he walked over to him



"Zhoe, good to see you're alive as well as your team." The Arbiter
said as he looked over and saw humans walk up.

"Who are they?" the Arbiter asked

"The enemy of my enemy." Zhoe said "they said they will assit in
defeating the brutes and the false prophets."

"very well" the Arbiter said as he walked up to Naruto.

"Last time I saw you, you were falling down a bottomless pit." Naruto
chuckled

"And you were laughing at my misfortune." The Arbiter said with an
angry tone realizing the only one who could have seen him fall down
the pit was the one crawling up the wall.

"Sorry couldn't help but laugh at the irony of you throwing me down
it then you yourself are falling down it the next minute." Naruto
replied

"Very well if you are here to help stop the prophets and their
accursed brutes I welcome your assistance." The Arbiter said

"And prevent the rings from killing every living thing in the
galaxy." Naruto added

"Ah guys hate to break up the heart felt moment but we got company."
Said Natsu as everyone looked and saw a wraith pulling up to
them.

**END CHAPTER 9**

**A/N **alright kinda short but wanted the assault on the control
room and the fight in it to be its own chapter. And I have been
getting a lot of requests for Ichigo and bleach characters to make an
appearance saying this now they won't be in this one because I am
almost done and I don't want a cluster fuck of random characters just
to have characters it is already a bit crowded with that. So I may
add them in the next one about halo 3 so just give it some
time.

    10. Control Room

**CHAPTER 10 CONTROL ROOM**

The collection of humans and elites raised their weapons ready for a
fight as the wraith came to a stop in front of them. Instead of
firing on them the hatch opened up and an elite emerged.

"Rtas!" the Arbiter called out

"Arbiter." Rtas said as he looked down on them "Zhoe" he said as he
say the other elites then the humans "What are these humans doing
here?"

"They are here to assist us in stopping the bastard Truth and his
brutes." The Arbiter said



"Even though I don't like allaying ourselves with an enemy but we
could use the assistance" Rtas replied

"We will need to find a way to open those doors." The Arbiter said
looking toward the control room

"Then mount up I know a way to break those doors." Rtas said as he
went back into his wraith.

"Come humans so you can be of some use." The Arbiter said as he
followed the behind the wraith.

"Don't like this guy." Natsu says as he walks up to Naruto

"At least he didn't throw you down a bottomless pit." Naruto says as
he turns to follow the wraith. "Still trying to figure out how he got
out himself." He says to himself while staring at the Arbiter.

The collection of humans and elites made their way through the canyon
till they turned a corner and faced a scarab. The moment Naruto say
it he swung behind a rock and held up his for them to take
cover

"Shit scarab." Naruto said

"That is our way in. The main cannon will be able to blow those doors
open." The Arbiter said

"So how do you suggest we get the thing?" Naruto asked. The Arbiter
simply nodded toward the door going into the side of the cliff. It
was guarded with two plasma turrets on either side, and a hand full
of brutes walking around outside. "Right, Natsu get ready we will
make our way to that door take those turrets and open fire while
these guys hit them from the side when we get their attention." He
explained

"Got it." Natsu said

"We can't our camouflage was broken when the brutes took us prisoner
we won't be able to make it there without being spotted." Zhoe
said.

"Who said you were going? It's going to be just me and him." Naruto
replied "I've been side stepping you covie's since I joined the corps
and if he is a half way decent hell jumper he knows how to get past a
couple of sasquatches." Naruto said getting a chuckle from Natsu
leaving the elites a bit confused.

"Alright once we open fire you guys hit them hard." Naruto said

"Why don't we just attack and reclaim our honor now?" one of the
elites stated more than asked.

"We're outnumbered and out gunned if we get stuck in a stalemate down
here they could activate that scarab while we are down here, and
honor ain't worth much when your melted into glass." Naruto
explained

"The human is correct we need to get up to the scarab as fast as



possible before we lose it." The Arbiter said before nodding to
Naruto.

"Alright Natsu suppressed weapons only don't want them knowing we are
here before we want them to." Naruto said getting a nod from Natsu
before he swung his assault rifle over his back and pulled out his
pistol.

The two moved from rock to rock in the shadows avoiding the brutes by
seconds as the elites watched.

"They are good I'll give them that." Zhoe said

"And without using cloaking impressive." The Arbiter said

"They are hell jumpers the best we have, any better and they would be
Spartans or as you call them demons." Gaara said watching them as
they moved

"Indeed the black armored ones were always harder to fight then then
the green ones." The Arbiter said "But the demons are just that,
demons."

The two hell jumpers swung in behind the two grunts that were on the
turrets and each pulled a knife cutting out the little grunts
throats. Once they were tossed to the side they each took a target
and opened up on the unsuspecting brutes killing half of them in the
first wave. As the brutes began to react to the new threat as a ball
of plasma landed on a group of brutes, and they saw they were trapped
between the two teams. Once it was cleared out the elites began to
move toward the door. Just then Naruto heard the doors hiss open he
ripped the gun off its turret and swung it toward the door firing it
into the open hall way and began to chew up the horde of grunts that
were making their way out.

"Good job man." Natsu said as Naruto tossed the melted weapon
away

"Alright let's move." Naruto said as he brought up his SMG and began
to step over the dead grunts. Naruto moved down the hall till he came
to an open room where he moved in and was welcomed by a plasma sword
swinging for his face. On instinct he rolled under it and brought his
SMG up at the elite who had nearly taken off his head.

"Wait stand down." Came the Arbiters voice as he came into the
room.

"The Arbiter?" came a murmur of voices "I thought he was dead."

"Yes I am alive and here to take revenge on the false prophets and
their brutes." The Arbiter said

"What of these humans?" the one with the sword still at the ready
said looking at Naruto who still had his SMG ready for a
fight.

"They are here to help." The Arbiter said

"The enemy of my enemy is my friend." Naruto said "even if they were
my enemy before." He said after a pause.



"Very well our goals are the same." The elite said

"Kill as many brutes as possible and stop this ring from firing."
Naruto said

"Very well." The elite said lowering his sword and turning toward the
Arbiter making Naruto lower his weapon as well. "The Mgalekgolo have
sided with us they will assist us as well." The elite said gesturing
toward two massive hunters.

"Alright let's go capture us a scarab." The arbiter said as the
hunters moved toward the door and it opened to a furry of plasma
hitting their shields and everyone got behind them as they moved
forward.

Once they were far enough in the elites rushed out from behind the
hunters and cleared the room of the brutes. This continued on till
they reached a room further ahead.

Naruto looked at the hunters who were breathing heavily and their
shields were almost melted to nothing. "Hey hold the hunters for now
they are almost dead and we may need them for later." Naruto
said

"Then how will we move up?" one of the elites asked in a pissed off
tone listening to a human.

"Flash and dazzle?" Naruto said looking over at Natsu who just
grinned. The two of them went to opposite sides of the door, and
pulled out a flash bang and frag each. "We been making entries into
rooms like this without hunters for years we 'humans' have it down to
an art." He said as he opened the door and tossed in a flash bang
then both grenades they waited for the grenades to detonate then
tossed in the second flash bang the moment it went off both Naruto
and Natsu swung into the doors to find a group of brutes holding
their eyes with a couple dead grunts and jackals on the floor.

As soon as they were in they got behind some cover and fired on the
brutes killing them as fast as they could once the elites moved in
behind them most the brutes were dead and they mopped up the rest of
them.

Naruto looked around the room and saw it was some kind holding area
he saw elites and a pair of hunters in plasma shielded cells.

"Free our brothers so they can help us burn these mongrels." The
Arbiter said as the elites went to the control panels and opened the
cells and the elites gathered up the weapons from the dead
brutes.

"You humans always did impress me when it came to ground combat."
Zhoe said as he stepped up to Naruto.

"We have had centuries of this kind of fighting to perfect it."
Naruto said

"Indeed." Zhoe said as everyone was ready to move out again.

* * *



><p>The squad along with a couple of marines and Johnson were all on
their knees prisoners, on the side of a cliff next to the
scarab.<p>

"Hey you guys slip your cuffs yet?" Johnson asked in a whisper to
Kakashi and Sasuke who were to his sides.

"Yeah just need an opening." Kakashi said as he heard explosions, gun
and plasma fire from inside the cliff.

"Well that may be our distraction." Sasuke said as a brute walked
past them and the doors opened revealing a group of elites and
hunters storming out of it. The moment that happened Sasuke jumped up
and slammed his hidden blade in his gauntlet into the back of the
brute's neck severing the spin.

"THAT'S IT GO GO GO." Johnson yelled as everyone got up charged and
jumped on to the scarab taking it over. Once the platform was clear
of brutes Johnson swung the head of the scarab around pointing it
right at the Arbiter

"Alright listen up you don't like me and I sure as hell don't like
you but unless we work together this ring will be activated killing
everything." Johnson said over the speakers looking at the screen the
Arbiter was on. Just then he saw two hell jumpers and three naval
officers walk out from behind the Arbiter.

"Already worked that piece out." The hell jumper called
back

"Namikaze?!" Johnson asked in shock getting the rest of the squad to
come over and see their thought to be dead squad mate standing there
next to their former enemy. "The hell you doing with him, and the
bridge officers Gaara, Temari, Kankuro."

"The hell am I chopped liver?" Natsu scoffs so only Naruto can hear
it, getting a slight chuckle from the blonde.

"We are doing the same as you. Doing what needs to be done." Gaara
said

"Very well grab a banshee and give me some cover fire." Johnson said
as the Arbiter ran and grabbed the only banshee.

"You owe me fifty creds." Sasuke said to Kakashi

"I never made the bet you just offered it." Kakashi said as he looked
at a new view screen and saw a pelican headed their way.

* * *

><p>"Hell now how we supposed to get over there?" Natsu asked
watching the banshee leave them<p>

"_Hey Namikaze you there?" _Naruto heard Kiba's voice over his
radio

"Yeah I'm here you guys still have that pelican?" Naruto asked



_"Yep you're coming into view now."_ Kiba said as Naruto looked up
and saw the pelican.

"Alright give us a lift over to that scarab." Naruto said
back

_"You're breaking up it sounded like you wanted us to give you a lift
to that scarab?"_ Kiba asked confused

"Yes the squad along with Johnson is controlling it." Naruto said as
the pelican landed in front of him showing an already full pelican
"alright nut to butt we gotta get everyone over to that scarab Naruto
said as the squeezed on to the pelican and it dropped them off on top
of it.

"Alright L.T., Gray I need your guys off the bird so my squad can get
on Laxus we will need you and your helljumpers though" Naruto said
just getting nod from the others as they got off. The rest of the
squad was there to greet them as they came off of the bird, only to
see marines and three officers getting off and Naruto standing at the
back. "This ain't over yet mount up and let's finish this shit." He
said as he looked at his squad who weren't wearing any helmets, and
they all piled on.

Naruto looked over his squad and Natsu's team and then saw Karin
still sitting there. "hey Karin you getting off?" he asked as the
bird began to rise

"I am part of the squad for this mission so I am going with the
squad." She replied

"Very well." Naruto chuckled as he sat down and they headed for the
control room.

"Hey Salamander how the hell did you and this guy get off the ship
before it blew?" Gajeel asked

"We were able to get to the last life pod before it finally went
down." Natsu said with a chuckle

"Wait you mean the ship isâ€¦." Sakura asked but couldn't
finish

"Goneâ€¦ it was taken over by the flood so we sent it on a crash
course for the covenant space station." Naruto said

"So how are we going to get back home?" Hinata asked worried

"I worked a deal with one of those elites he said he could get all
the humans still here back to earth if we helped them stop the
brutes." Naruto said

_"Alright stay back I'm gonna blow the door." _ Came Johnson's voice
over the radio and they saw the main cannon fire hitting the control
room door blowing it wide open.

"Alright lock and load we are going in hot." Naruto said as everyone
checked their acquired weapons from the dead brutes.

The pelican landed outside the door and everyone piled out



"I'm going back for the rest to give you guys back up" Misty called
out

"Roger that." Kakashi said as the pelican took off back toward the
scarab, and they ran to the blown apart door the Arbiter's banshee
landed and he joined them. The squad pushed into the building and was
met by a squad of brutes firing at the new enemy.

"Stop them we cannot let them stop the chieftain's holy work." One of
the brutes yelled

The squad pushed in and took cover returning fire killing most the
brutes. Just then Asuma tried moving positions when a spike caught
him in the knee.

"Shit corps men!" someone yelled, Sakura was about to run over to him
but was grabbed by Naruto.

"He is out in the open you move to help you're as good as dead and
your no good to anyone dead. We need to kill these bastards first."
He said as he tossed his last grenade and fired over his cover
killing two more brutes.

After a few minutes the brutes were dead and the docs were working on
Asuma with Kurenai at his side

"Alright Shikamaru, Choji you stay here and cover Ino while she works
on him, Johnson should be here shortly with back up." Kakashi said
"Naruto, Kurenai, Laxus your teams are pushing up." He said but
Kurenai just stayed there "Kurenai lets move." He said in a more
stern voice.

"I can't leave him." She said through held back tears "I can't lose
him" she said under her breath

"We need to move or everyone will die." Kakashi said

"I'm pregnant with his child" Kurenai said and everyone got
quite.

"I don't know what is going on but we need to move before Tartarus
activates this sacred ring." The Arbiter says

"Right Kurenai you and his team stay with him everyone else let's
move." Kakashi said as everyone else moved toward the doors to the
control room.

* * *

><p>"It's simple human. Just push the key in and light this holy
relic." Tartarus said to commander Keys.<p>

"STOP." Came a voice from the entrance

"Impossible." Tartarus said under his breath as he looked up and saw
the Arbiter with a squad of helljumpers at his sides.

"You must stop this; the prophets have lied to us." The Arbiter
said.



"No you are lying." Tartarous said

"No, oracle what were the sacred rings created for?" the Arbiter
asked the Guilty Spark who had was being held by one of the other
brutes

"Collectively the seven ringsâ€¦" The moniter began but was cut off
by Tartarus grabing ahold of him

"Not another word." He said tossing him down.

"Pleaseâ€¦" came Johnsons voice they all looked and saw Johnson
standing at the door with a beam rifle "don't shake the light bulb."
He said as the other brutes got ready for a fight "if you want to
keep you brain inside your head I would tell those boys of yours to
chill." He said as the brutes calmed down. "Go ahead do your
thing."

"The sacred rings what are they?" the Arbiter asked

"Weapons of last resort built by the Forerunners to destroy all
potential flood hosts rendering it harmless." Guilty spark
said

'_Hey kit.' _Came the Fox's voice.

'What is it fox.' Naruto asked tuning out the monitor because he
already knew what the rings were for.

'_That brute I believe he was there when I was detonated.'_ The fox
said

'What?' naruto asked as a scene from that day flashed into his
mind

**Flashback**

He was back on the Proxy watching Truth give his speech. Just then he
saw a giant of a brute with white fur and a Mohawk stand at the front
of the brutes that were gathered and they looked to him as a leader.
He was then back in the control room.

** End Flashback**

'Bastard he was the one who lead the attack.' Naruto said to himself
grinding his teeth as Guilty Spark finished his explanation

"No it will be the brutes not the elites who shall be the prophets
escorts." Tartarus said as he threw the monitor at Johnson then
grabbed Keys hand and forced her to push the index into the control
panel, as the brutes around him open fired. He then turned picking up
his hammer and activating a shield jumped into the center of the
control room where a group of rings were spinning around it.

Naruto sat there grinding his teeth as the Arbiter went after the
chieftain and everyone else ran to the edge cause they couldn't make
the jump. Naruto began to walk up to them as he dropped his SMG, took
off his helmet and unbuckled his body armor dropping it to the ground
getting everyone to look at him. He had changed his nails were long



and sharp, his hair was wild, and his whisker marks gave him a feral
look that was only escalated when he gave a grin showing his canines
were longer. He then looked up and everyone saw his demonic looking
red slit eyes.

Naruto reached back and pulled out his knives and stepped to the edge
and said "this is for Fox company." and he launched himself at the
center platform and made it there with ease as he began to fight
Tartarus with his knives.

"Holy shit look at him go." Sasuke said looking at Naruto attack an
opponent three times his size.

"The hell is going on?" Johnson asked

"It's the AI he has in him." Kakashi explained "it's the only
explanation."

"What you mean that Forerunner AI?" Johnson asked

"Wait am I missing something, Forerunner AI?" Keyes asked

"Long story short he got an AI made by the Forerrunners down loaded
into his brain somehow." Kakashi explained "and from what he has told
us it was used to make its host into super weapons. But they would go
insane if they used its power. We have seen him use this power once
before to give us time to get off the first halo ring. Still not sure
how he was able to survive it but hopefully he can this time as
well." Kakashi said

"Yeah." She said looking down at him going at it with the
brute.

"And can you not tell anyone about this we don't want him being
picked up by ONI for their experiments." Kakashi said "that goes for
you as well." He said looking over at Natsu and his team.

"Hey ain't gona rat on a fellow helljumper." Natsu said a little
taken aback as the rest of the team nodded.

"Don't worry he already told me about it and won't betray my only
cousin." Karin said

"Yeah we need every available person to fight they won't learn it
from me." Keys said "the more important matter is, how do we stop
this ring?"

"Under more controlled circumstances I would suggest the reclaimer
simply remove the index." The Monitor said.

"Right, Johnson." She said

"Hold tight ma'am not till that brute is dead." Johnson
replied

Meanwhile down in the fight Naruto ducked under a swing from the
brutes gravity hammer, then jumped back doing a back flip as he tried
to bring it down on top of him. Naruto lunged at him to slice but his
blades bounced off the shield.



"Shit can't get through that shield." Naruto said

_'And we can't stay in this form much longer or you might lose your
mind.'_ The Fox said

"We just need a way through the shields." Naruto said as he dodged
another swing.

_"Johnson."_ The fox called over the data pad that was still on
Naruto's armor up with the squad

_"_Yeah what is it." He said picking up the pad.

"_We need you to take down his shields. I don't know how much longer
he will be able to hold onto his mind if he keeps this up so hurry."_
The fox says

"Gotcha" Johnson says as he levels the beam rifle at Tartarus waiting
for a clean shot.

Down below Naruto could feel his mind slipping into madness from
using this form.

'Damn I gotta hurry up and finish this guy.' He thought to as three
beams of plasma from a beam rifle impacted Tartarus's head knocking
down his shields. 'There's my opening' he said to himself.

He rushed the giant ape and slide under another massive swing, he
slide in between its legs and stabbed his knives into its Achilles
tendons and ripped them out. The brute fell to its knees and he swung
his massive hammer back only to be met with knives stabbing into the
arm he swung towards him. Naruto pulled out the knives then swung
them over into the chieftain's neck and ripped out his throat
watching the brute choke on his own blood as he fell to the ground as
the blood pooled under him.

"Alright Fox can you turn this shit off now?" Naruto asked as he fell
to a knee catching his breath.

_"Yeah."_ The fox said as he felt the strength leave his body and is
mind returning to normal_. "you know the more you use it the more
likely the chance of you going mad, right?"_

"Wouldn't it be the more I use it the more my body and mind would get
used to it?" Naruto asks out of breath

_"Well maybe, you're the first to ever not go mad the first go around
rather not risk it just in case."_ The fox said

"See your point." Naruto said as he looked at his hand and saw it was
still clawed and he got nervous.

"_Don't worry remember last time it took a while for your body to get
back to normal." _The fox said

"Right." Naruto said as he looked up and saw Keys jumping from
different moving objects till she got to the center platform and
removed the index. Naruto got up and walked over to her "the hell is
going on now?"



"I don't know." She said then looked over at him and flinched a bit
when she saw his eyes were red and demonic looking. "I thought that
would stop it."

"It did." Guilty spark said as he floated over to the platform with
Johnson holding onto him "that is a beacon in case there was a
problem with the firing of a halo ring it can be activated remotely,
from another location."

"Where is that?" Keys asked

"The Ark of course." The monitor said

"And where is the Ark?" Keys asked

"That is not in my data base they kept it secret from the monitors in
case we became corrupted." Guilty spark said.

"Well if anyone knows about it, it's Truth." Fox said from the data
pad Johnson was holding.

"What is this?" the Arbiter said looking at Fox.

"_Jez how many times are we gonna have to go over this."_ Fox sighed
"_I am an AI made by the forerunners to combat the flood by
implanting myself into a host I increase their combat capabilities.
But no one could control the power and they went crazy. This is the
first guy to survive_." He explained gesturing toward Naruto

"That is how you were able to fight Tartarus as you did." The Arbiter
said.

"_Yeah now we are getting distracted_" the fox said cutting in _"we
need to focus on Truth he will lead us to the Ark."_

"Agreed." Keys said

"So that lift back to earth Zhoe promised for saving him and his
team." Naruto asked

"I think we can find some room for you somewhere." The Arbiter said
with a grin.

"Holy shit an elite making a joke never thought I'd see the day. But
then never thought I'd see the day where I would be fighting side by
side with them either" Naruto laughed as the control room began to
back to normal and they were standing in front of the squad again
along with Choji and Shikamaru.

"What's the word on Asuma?" Naruto asked

"He will have to have his leg amputated from the knee down but he'll
live." Shikamaru said

"That's good to hear. What about Kurenai?" Naruto asked

"Well since she is pregnant she will be taken off front line duty so
we are down two team leaders" Kakashi said

"I suggest Kiba for that spot he showed good leadership while we were



escaping the library." Naruto said as he started putting his armor
and helmet back on.

"Well that is your decision now squad leader." Johnson said

"What?" Naruto asked confused

"Well seeing how things are going I've decided Kakashi here is
officer material so I'm putting him up for a combat commission, and
since that would leave the squad without a squad leader and Asuma and
Kurina can no longer fill the position you are next senior guy, so
it's on you to set up your squad, Sergeant" Johnson said as Naruto
looked over at the squad who all had accepting looks on their
faces.

"Well then first off Sasuke you're taking over first team." Naruto
said as the group squad walked towards the exit, Sasuke merely
nodded. "Shikamaru you got second, along with Konohamaru you're gonna
take over sniper detail, in his team."

"This is going to be troublesome." Shikamaru sighed as he pulled out
a pack of cigarettes and light one up.

"You got it boss." Konohamaru said with a smile

"And Kiba you're going to take over third team." Naruto said as they
came to the exit where the pelican was waiting for them

"Got it bro." Kiba said

"And we will need a new demo guy since you will have to focus on
leading the team." Naruto said

"Fine but I'm keeping the thirty two. (six shot grenade launcher)"
Kiba said

"Fine by me." Naruto said as they got onto the pelican "and if we
train you and get you up to speed you can stay on the squad as an
attachment Karin."

"I guess since the covies have taken earth I'll have to fight anyways
might as well do it with people in know." She says as she glances
over at Kiba.

"What the hell was that look." Naruto said as both of them waved it
off as nothing.

Meanwhile behind the squad walked Keys, Kakashi, Johnson, and the
Arbiter watching as Naruto managed his squad.

"He is a natural leader." Keys said

"He is, his father's son." Kakashi replied

"Yeah he would make a great officer if he didn't hate them so much."
Johnson chuckled as they also followed them on to the pelican

"Tell your pilots to head to that cruiser." The Arbiter said point at
a cruiser above them as he entered the pelican as well.



"Hey Misty, Juvia head up to that cruiser above us." Naruto said over
the radio

"_Are you insane a single pelican against a battle cruiser?"_ Misty
yelled back.

"Wouldn't be the first time we did it." Naruto laughs to the other
members of his squad who also shared in his joke

"We made a deal with the elites they are giving us and the rest of
the humans a ride home." Keys said as she walked up to the
cockpit.

"Yes ma'am." Misty said hesitantly

'Just one more bastard and we will have our revenge for the ninth
fox.' Naruto said to himself as they flew towards the cruiser.

**END CHAPTER 10/ END ODST SHIPPUDDEN 2**

**A/N**

Alright done with halo two I'm going to be taking a break from this
series so I can work on my other fics and possibly start up my star
wars fic again (even though it was my least popular one I still like
it.) but I I get the next story for this series up I will post a new
chapter here saying the new story is up. Now I have some spots to
fill in the squad and need suggestions for those opening I would like
to keep them from the Naruto verse and their age group if at all
possible, one for Kiba's team a demo expert, two for Sasukes team
they will be close quarter experts, I already know some of you will
say Ichigo but I already have him and his buddies planned out so they
will be there but not in the squad.

    11. Finish the Fight

Alright I'm back with a the next chapter in the ODST Shippuuden
series just look into my profile and you should find it. and yes i
know its been awhile but been working on my other fic and some others
i haven't posted yet as well as collage.

End
file.


